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249541,2/19/2010 7:28,10WELLINGTON65,Embassy Wellington,CONFIDENTIAL,,VZCZCXYZ0022RR RUEHWEBDE RUEHWL #0065/01 0500728ZNY CCCCC ZZHR 190728Z FEB 10FM AMEMBASSY WELLINGTONTO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC 0385INFO RHEBAAA/DEPT OF ENERGY WASHINGTON DCRHEHAAA/NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL WASHINGTON DCRUCPDOC/DEPT OF COMMERCE WASHINGTON DCRUEATRS/DEPT OF TREASURY WASHINGTON DCRUEHBY/AMEMBASSY CANBERRA 0103RUEHC/DEPT OF AGRICULTURE WASHINGTON DCRUEHSV/AMEMBASSY SUVA 0016RUEHWL/AMEMBASSY WELLINGTON,"C O N F I D E N T I A L WELLINGTON 000065 SENSITIVE SIPDIS STATE FOR EAP/ANP STATE PLEASE PASS TO USTR/WEISEL AND BISBEE E.O. 12958: DECL: 2020/02/19 TAGS: OVIP, ETRD, PGOV, SENV, EAGR, FJ, NZ, APECO, MARR, UN, PREL SUBJECT: DAS Reed Engages on TPP, U.N. Reform, Environmental Cooperation, Fiji, APEC and Bilateral Issues with New Zealand CLASSIFIED BY: Robert Clarke, DCM, Department of State, US Embassy Wellington; REASON: 1.4(B), (D) 1. (C) Summary. During a series of meetings hosted by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MFAT) on February 19, EAP Deputy Assistant (DAS) Secretary Frankie Reed engaged on a wide range of topics including the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), the United Nations, environmental cooperation, Fiji, APEC, and U.S./New Zealand bilateral relations. New Zealand Chief Negotiator for the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) Mark Sinclair said New Zealand views the TPP as a platform for future trade integration in the Asia Pacific and recognizes there will a number of sensitive issues on both sides during negotiations. MFAT United Nations, Human Rights, and Commonwealth Division Director James Kember said New Zealand will continue to push for UN reform and voiced disappointment over U.S. handling of the Human Rights Report and Trafficking in Persons Report for New Zealand. MFAT environment officials welcomed more concrete cooperation with the United States under the Energy Development in Island Nations (EDIN) umbrella and expressed appreciation for U.S. support of the Global Alliance. MFAT Pacific Division Director John Adank said New Zealand relations with Fiji remain rocky and urged the United States and others to continue pushing the Bainimarama regime to return to democracy. On Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), MFAT Asia Division Director Stephen Payton said that New Zealand is reviewing its Bogor Goals and will work closely with the United States to prepare the stage for a successful APEC meeting in 2011 in Hawaii. New Zealand is also open to allowing India to join APEC. America's Division Director David Taylor emphasized New Zealand's appreciation for USG efforts put forward on the review of the military relationship and covered a wide-range of other bilateral matters. End Summary. Trans-Pacific Partnership - Reaching for the ""Gold Standard"" --------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ----------- 2. (SBU) Regarding New Zealand domestic issues surrounding the TPP, Chief Negotiator for the Trans-Pacific Partnership Mark Sinclair emphasized that it has been a long-held objective of the Government of New Zealand to conclude a free trade agreement (FTA) with the United States, and there is a public perception that getting into the United States will be an ""el Dorado"" for New Zealand's commercial sector. However, the reality is quite different, said Sinclair, since the United States is already quite open to New Zealand trade and investment. He underscored that New Zealand needs to manage expectations in this regard. In addition, Sinclair said that although New Zealand has already negotiated many free trade agreements, it is the first time New Zealand will negotiate an agreement that will open so many political sensitivities with a partner government. Sinclair noted that Minister for Trade Tim Groser is well aware of this and quoted the Minister as saying, ""getting the United States to agree to engage on the TPP is the easy part; the negotiating process itself will be gut wrenching, especially achieving the gold standard."" 3. (SBU) On multilateral issues, Sinclair emphasized that New Zealand sees the TPP as a platform for future trade integration in the Asia Pacific. If the eight initial members can reach the ""gold standard"" on the TPP, it will ""put the squeeze"" on Japan, Korea and others, which is when the ""real payoff"" will come in the long term. He also stated that another challenge in negotiating is that the current economic and commercial situation has put a great deal of pressure on domestic agendas. Negotiators must therefore be very cognizant of the impact on jobs, wages, and other such factors. When asked what New Zealand's position is on including new members, Sinclair put forth that ""smaller is better"" for the current deal. However, he emphasized, that what is more important is U.S. Congressional approval and if ""critical mass"" can be achieved with the initial eight. New Zealand will take a ""constructive view"" if the group needs to ""bulk up"" and include Malaysia, for example. 4. (SBU) When asked what the top local impediments will be to concluding an agreement, Sinclair noted a number of areas sensitive to New Zealand. It is ""no secret"" that Monsanto does not like New Zealand's genetically modified organism (GMO) regulations, Sinclair said. Intellectual property rights (IPR) is another ""sleeper issue"" that may raise concerns when it begins to impinge on New Zealand's digital lifestyle. Sinclair added that foreign investment is always open to populist views in New Zealand, and it can be particularly sensitive when it comes to land acquisition or New Zealand brands that are considered ""icons."" David Taylor added that investment involving New Zealand's natural resources will also be a sensitive point, particularly in light of the Government's recent decision to open up some conservation areas to resource extraction. According to Sinclair, pharmaceuticals are also bound to be a contentious issue. Multilateral Issues at the United Nations --------------------------------------------- ------- 5. (SBU) MFAT United Nations, Human Rights, and Commonwealth Division Director James Kember touched on UN reform issues, as well as the U.S. Human Rights Report and Trafficking in Persons Report. On the United Nations, he noted that New Zealand has not signed onto the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples because there were still issues to be worked out in the domestic process. (Note: New Zealand officials said they voted against the Declaration because it was inconsistent with New Zealand's constitutional and legal arrangements. End note.) He said that he had met with former Prime Minister (and current UNDP Administrator) Helen Clark the previous day, and she urged New Zealand to continue pushing a U.N. reform agenda in the broader sense. Kember added that New Zealand will continue down this path, but it has largely been silent on Security Council reform. There is, however, a ""red line"" for New Zealand on Security Council expansion -- it does not want to see more members with veto power. New Zealand will also seek another term on the Security Council and would appreciate the United State's support of its candidacy. Kember assured that the Government of New Zealand has put a great deal of thought into this decision and believes that the move will help achieve the country's regional security goals. 6. (SBU) Regarding the G20, Kember said that although there are some that call into question whether it is a viable ongoing institution, especially because it excludes the G77, New Zealand continues to ""have faith"" in the G20. This is because New Zealand has a mechanism for accessing the G20 through U.S. leadership. Taylor added that New Zealand greatly appreciates the United States seeking the views of others; however, it is concerned about others being invited into the group. As the numbers creep up, New Zealand is ""not comfortable"" if it does not also have a place at the table. In response to the question of other U.N. institutions that need reform, Kember said that the U.N. Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) and other regional institutions set within it have become irrelevant and their time had ""come and passed."" On the U.N. Human Rights Council, New Zealand appreciates close collaboration with the United States and hopes to strengthen future cooperation. In response to a question on Helen Clark's views on United Nations Development Program's disaster relief portfolio, Kember said she was laudatory of UNDP's work, and had said that in Haiti UNDP did the best it could given the circumstances. He added that Clark views the UNDP as an ""influencer"" not an ""implementer"" and believed that the institution should focus on strategizing and facilitating rather than getting into the ""nitty gritty stuff."" New Zealand Unhappy with Human Rights Report and the TIP Report --------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------ 7. (SBU) Regarding the U.S. Human Rights Report and the TIP Report, Kember emphasized his disappointment with how the reports on New Zealand were handled. He said that New Zealand provides a great deal of information and input for the reports, and the results were a ""poor reflection of what New Zealand provided."" He added that the he appreciates the U.S. Embassy working closely with MFAT on the reports and expressed his hope that a ""more accurate report will come out of it."" DAS Reed responded that the U.S. Government appreciates MFAT's assistance and pointed out that the final report reflects a consensus that reaches beyond the Embassy or any geographic bureau at the State Department. Environmental Cooperation - Ready to Put Meat on the Bones --------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ------------- 8. (SBU) On environmental issues, MFAT Environment Division Deputy Director Janet Lowe and Economic Division Officer Laura Hogg briefed DAS Reed on U.S./New Zealand cooperation under the Energy Development in Island Nations (EDIN) agreement and Global Alliance. Lowe emphasized the importance that New Zealand attaches to developing further projects that support island clean energy projects. She said that Foreign Minister Murray McCully wants to now ""put meat on the bones"" on the agreement that was reached between New Zealand, Iceland and the United States in 2008, not only because it will help island nations develop sustainable energy sources but also because it is another area to strengthen ties with the United States. The Minister is particularly focused on ""the concrete stuff."" Currently 65% of New Zealand's energy comes from renewable resources, and the country has a particular expertise on geothermal energy. According to Lowe, New Zealand completed a study on the feasibility of geothermal energy in 20 island nations. Of the 20, the study concluded that five countries had potential. Now New Zealand is studying how it can take this study to the next level. Besides geothermal, New Zealand is also looking at ways to help Tonga get a solar power station up and running. New Zealand is also interested in doing research together with the United States in Hawaii. Ambassador Huebner welcomed the opportunity for MFAT and the Embassy to work more closely on such projects. On the Global Alliance, Hogg said that New Zealand is very grateful for ongoing U.S. support. She underscored that the emphasis of the Global Alliance is twofold: address food scarcity and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Pessimistic Outlook on Fiji ----------------------------------- 9. (SBU) MFAT Pacific Division Director John Adank outlined the rocky relations between New Zealand and Fiji during recent years and pointed out that New Zealand is making every effort to revive its diplomatic ties with Fiji. He noted that since 2007, three New Zealand diplomats have been expelled (one high commissioner and two acting high commissioners). According to Adank, the expulsions occur whenever the Bainimarama regime tires of New Zealand's travel restrictions. Although New Zealand's diplomatic footprint has been reduced, Foreign Minister McCully is making every effort to move the relationship forward. During the first week of January, FM McCully met with Fiji's Foreign Minister Kubuabola and pressed the issue of restoring New Zealand's diplomatic footprint in Fiji and issues surrounding Fiji's erratic visa issuance for the Pacific Island Forum (PIF) officials. Adank underscored that the situation in Fiji has deteriorated further over the past year and that the United States, New Zealand, Australia and other countries need to continue pressuring Fiji to restore democracy. He added that there is no sense that the regime in Fiji intends on engaging internally or externally on the issue. Adank urged the United States to consider the reaction of other Pacific Island nations in any decision it takes with regard to Fiji. It needs to be done in the ""right light"" and ""managed carefully"" to avoid driving a wedge between the Pacific Island countries, said Adank. Asian Regional Architecture - Three Points on APEC --------------------------------------------- ---------------------- - 10. (SBU) MFAT Asia Division Director Stephen Payton briefly discussed three issues with regards to Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC). He said that New Zealand will work closely with the United States for the next meeting in Yokohama and help prepare the stage for a successful APEC meeting in 2011 in Hawaii. Second, Payton said that New Zealand is currently reviewing its implementation of Bogor Goals, and there is some sensitivity around this. He pointed out that New Zealand has not met the ""strict definition"" of the goals, and there are perhaps some areas that New Zealand and the United States could work together in this regard. Last, Payton said that New Zealand is considering its position on APEC's membership moratorium. New Zealand is open to allowing India to join. Bilateral Relations with the United States - Continuing on an Upward Trajectory --------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------------------ 11. (C) Covering a wide-range of bilateral matters, America's Division Director David Taylor first and foremost emphasized New Zealand's appreciation for USG efforts put forward on the review of the military relationship. He welcomed the ""candor and warmth"" of discussions with DAS Reed and DASD David Scher and said that MFAT will continue to work with the Embassy on joint messaging. Taylor also noted his appreciation for the role of the Embassy and its ""constructive, collegial relationship"" with MFAT. Regarding the Secretary's visit, Taylor noted that the last minute postponement in January due to the Haiti crisis was completely understandable and he looked forward to her rescheduling. He hoped Washington would give as much advance notice as possible. On the topic of visitors in general, Taylor said there is ""real value in visitors from Washington"" and expressed his hope that the number of visitors from Washington will continue to grow. He also pressed on the issue of Prime Minister Key's visit to Washington and noted the PM's preference for June. In response to the last point, DAS Reed emphasized that the difficulty in scheduling was not a reflection of the relationship with New Zealand but was purely an internal coordination issue. Taylor also addressed the issue of budget cuts and resource caps at MFAT, but he expressed his expectation that he would be able to augment his staff at the New Zealand Embassy in Washington with an additional officer in the political section and an additional officer to handle the TPP. HUEBNER",19/02/2010



177193,11/07/2008 5:03 AM,08WELLINGTON379,Embassy Wellington,UNCLASSIFIED,08STATE88685,VZCZCXRO5201RR RUEHNZDE RUEHWL #0379/01 3120503ZNR UUUUU ZZHR 070503Z NOV 08FM AMEMBASSY WELLINGTONTO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC 5522INFO RUEHNZ/AMCONSUL AUCKLAND 1781RUEHBY/AMEMBASSY CANBERRA 5309RUEHDN/AMCONSUL SYDNEY 0748RUEHRC/USDA FAS WASHDC 0391RUEHRC/DEPT OF AGRICULTURE WASHDCRHHMUNA/CDR USPACOM HONOLULU HIRUCPDOC/USDOC WASHDC 0262RUEATRS/DEPT OF TREASURY WASHDC,"UNCLAS SECTION 01 OF 07 WELLINGTON 000379 SIPDIS STATE FOR EAP/ANP, EB/TPP/BTA, STATE PASS TO USTR BWEISEL, GBLUE AND DBELL, COMMERCE FOR ITA/MAC/AP/OSAO, TREASURY FOR OASIA, PACOM FOR J01E/J2/J233/J5/SJFHQ E.O. 12958: N/A TAGS: ECON, ETRD, EFIN, APEC, PGOV, PREL, NZ SUBJECT: NEW ZEALAND - 2009 NATIONAL TRADE ESTIMATE REPORT REFTEL) STATE 88685 1. (U) Following is Post's submission for the 2009 National Trade Estimate Report (NTE) regarding New Zealand per request reftel. We understand that Washington agencies will provide updated trade and investment data. 2. Begin text of NTE submission: IMPORT POLICIES Tariff rates in New Zealand are generally low as a result of several rounds of unilateral tariff cuts that began in the mid-1980s and continued through the current Labour government, first elected in 1999. The government suspended additional reductions until July 2005. The New Zealand government announced in September 2003, that it would again resume unilateral tariff reductions starting July 1, 2006. Under this unilateral tariff reduction program, New Zealand has reduced its highest tariff rates to 12.5 percent beginning July 1, 2008 and will further reduce these tariffs to 10 percent by July 1, 2009. These top rates apply mostly to clothing, footwear, and carpeting. Ad valorem tariffs on all other dutiable goods were reduced to 5 percent beginning July 1, 2008. STANDARDS, TESTING, LABELING, AND CERTIFICATION Regulations on Genetically Modified Organisms New Zealand's Environmental Risk Management Authority (ERMA), an independent agency, is responsible for assessing and deciding on applications to introduce new organisms, including genetically modified organisms (GMOs), into New Zealand. ERMA assesses applications on a case-by-case basis and can issue four types of approvals: 1) initial development in containment (such as in a laboratory or glasshouse), 2) outdoor development of field tests (in containment), 3) conditional release, and 4) full, unconditional release (with no controls). ERMA makes decisions on the importation and domestic use of GMOs on the basis of a thorough assessment of the potential risks and benefits posed by the organisms, under the stringent requirements of the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms (HSNO) Act 1996. If approval is given for development in containment, or for importation into containment, further approval must be given before an organism can be field tested, conditionally released or fully released. Approval is only given if, in the opinion of ERMA, the benefits of the GMO outweigh the risks. Since 1998, ERMA has granted approximately 15 approvals for contained field trials of genetically modified crops. Of these, approximately five have been completed, six are still ongoing, and the remaining approvals have either ceased or were unused for various reasons. However, to date, there have been no applications for either a conditional or a full release of products derived by the use of biotechnology in New Zealand. Many attribute this to the onerous, costly and unproven nature of the GM regulatory framework, which includes a lengthy public consultation process. As the first applicant for a GM release will likely come under intensive public scrutiny and pressure from a number of different groups, some New Zealand companies have opted to go through the regulatory approval process in other countries. The most recent approval granted by ERMA was in May 2007 for Crop and Food Research to conduct a contained field test for broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower, and forage kale derived by the use of biotechnology and engineered for pest resistance. Three years ago, ERMA approved an application from the same organization to field test onions derived by the use of biotechnology. WELLINGTON 00000379 002 OF 007 The United States has raised concerns about New Zealand's regulatory policies regarding genetically modified organisms in meetings under the United States- New Zealand Trade and Investment Framework Agreement (TIFA) and other fora and will continue to press New Zealand on these issues. Genetically Modified Food Approval Foods with genetically modified content can be offered for sale and consumption in New Zealand after being assessed and approved by Food Standards Australia New Zealand (FSANZ). FSANZ, a statutory authority operating under the Food Standards Australia New Zealand Act 1991, was established in 2002. FSANZ is responsible for setting food standards that govern the content and labeling of foods sold in both New Zealand and Australia. The standards cover food composition, labeling and contaminants, including microbiological limits. In New Zealand, the New Zealand Food Safety Authority (NZFSA) enforces these standards. A mandatory standard for foods produced using modern biotechnology came into effect in mid-1999. The standard, which was established under the Food Act of 1981, prohibits the sale of food produced using genetic modification unless such food has been assessed by FSANZ and listed in the food code standard. As of July 2008, FSANZ has received a total of 43 applications for the assessment of genetically modified foods. Of these, 35 applications had been approved and 6 are under review. Two requests had been withdrawn. Labeling of Genetically Modified Food Mandatory labeling requirements for genetically modified (GM) foods took effect in December 2001. With few exceptions, a food in its final form that contains detectable DNA or protein derived from genetic modification must be so labeled. Meeting the requirements of New Zealand's food labeling regulations places a burden on manufacturers, packers, importers, and retailers to take reasonable steps to determine if the food is genetically modified or has a GM ingredient and to ascertain if the GM food is approved. The importer usually has the primary responsibility for ensuring the accuracy of the label and compliance with GM food labeling requirements. Wholesalers and retailers usually demand GM-free declarations from their supplier, which passes liability in the event of GM labeling non-compliance back to the importer. New Zealand food legislation requires businesses to exercise due diligence in complying with food standards, which usually is defined as maintaining a paper or audit trail similar to a quality assurance system. Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS) New Zealand maintains a regime of SPS controls for virtually all imported animal and plant products. The United States and New Zealand continue to discuss specific SPS issues that impact trade in both directions as part of the annual TIFA dialogue and in other fora. In July 2006, Biosecurity New Zealand adopted a new system for the funding and management of import health standards. While the new system is more transparent, it is resource intensive and Biosecurity New Zealand is still only able to complete only about 10% of the requests for new import health standards. Biosecurity New Zealand announced in 2007 that it would only take applications for the development of import health standards from the competent authorities of exporting nations and not from domestic constituents. It is currently conducting a review of current procedures with a view toward changing them in the future. WELLINGTON 00000379 003 OF 007 At present, Biosecurity New Zealand is working on several import health standards for U.S. products including stone fruit (plums, peaches, nectarines, and apricots) from the Pacific Northwest, pork, cherries and lemons. On March 3, 2006, the United States requested market access for stone fruit from the Pacific Northwest. (Stone fruit from California is currently allowed entry into New Zealand.) Biosecurity New Zealand put the U.S. request on its work program in 2007 and expects to announce a draft import health standard in early 2009. New Zealand currently maintains restrictions on U.S. pork meat and meat products due to concerns related to the Porcine Reproductive and Respiratory Syndrome (PRRS) virus. Having concluded a draft import health standard, New Zealand is proposing an import standard that will allow unrestricted importation of uncooked, consumer-ready, high-value cuts of pork meat from the United States. However, New Zealand is maintaining restrictions on other types of pork meat and meat products, as it asserts that the PRRS virus risks associated with these products is non-negligible. The import health standard is expected to be finalized in 2009. New Zealand continues to suspend imports of US poultry meat (except canned product) due to its restrictions on countries that have infectious bursal disease - a foreign animal disease to New Zealand that is present in most poultry exporting countries of the world. NZFSA requires case-by-case assessment of U.S. bovine products before importation due to concerns over Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE). In February 2007 NZFSA announced a move to modernize its food safety importing requirements for beef and beef products in light of the new science that surrounds BSE. Among other things, the new measures enable New Zealand to categorize the BSE risk status of countries exporting to New Zealand. Once these measures are finalized, the current requirement to assess U.S. products on a case- by-case basis is expected to be eliminated. On December 6, 2007, New Zealand filed a WTO case against Australia with respect to Australia's phytosanitary import requirements for New Zealand apples. The United States has entered the dispute as a third party. GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT New Zealand is not a signatory to the WTO Government Procurement Agreement but has recently applied for observer status at the WTO Committee on Government Procurement. The New Zealand Government is keeping the issue of its participation in the Government Procurement Agreement under review. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS (IPR) PROTECTION Copyrights The Copyright (New Technologies) Amendment Act 2008 was passed April 15, 2008. Most of its provisions came into force in October 2008. There were a number of changes made to the Bill following its report back from the Parliamentary Select Committee and prior to its final passage by Parliament. In particular, changes were made to the Internet Service Providers' (ISP) liability provisions in response to concerns raised by industry. Key changes were: -- That an ISP will not be protected from liability if it has reason to believe that material on its clients? websites is infringing, regardless of whether they have received a notice from a rights-holder to that effect; WELLINGTON 00000379 004 OF 007 -- A requirement for ISPs to have and reasonably implement a policy for termination of the accounts of repeat infringers was reinstated into the Bill; and -- The offence provision for sending false or misleading notices to ISPs which was inserted at Select Committee was removed from the Bill. The provisions relating to technological protection measures (TPMs) are largely unchanged. The government of New Zealand maintains that the Act reflects the concern that TPMs should not be protected to the extent that they restrict acts which are not protected by copyright law. The provisions of the Act dealing with TPM have been drafted to accommodate access to a work for non-infringing purposes, including the exercise of a permitted act, is retained. The U.S. maintains that the TPM provisions inadequately protects against the distribution of circumvention (hacking) devices and only prohibits trafficking in circumvention devices where the trafficker has knowledge, or reason to believe, that the device will, or is likely to be, used for infringement. Patent Protection The grant of patents in New Zealand is governed by the Patents Act 1953. A new Patents Bill was introduced to Parliament on July 9 2008 and will, when enacted, replace the 1953 Act. It is expected that the Bill will be referred to a Select Committee, which will likely seek public submissions as part of its consideration of the Bill in early 2009. The Patents Bill (2008) requires that, to be patentable, an invention must be a ""manner of manufacture"", be novel, involve an inventive step, and be useful. The Bill excludes certain subject matter from patent protection: -- Human beings and biological methods for their generation; -- Methods of treatment of human beings by surgery or therapy, or methods of diagnosis practiced on human beings; -- Inventions whose commercial exploitation would be contrary to morality or public policy; -- Plant varieties. The ""prior art base"" for novelty and inventive step includes all material made available to the public in any form anywhere in the world. This replaces the ""local"" novelty standard applied under the 1953 Act. Patent applications will be examined for inventive step and utility; there is no examination for these criteria under the 1953 Act. The Patent term will remain at twenty years from filing with no provision for extension. The Bill will remove the 1953 Act provision for pre-grant opposition and will introduce a ""re-examination"" provision which can be invoked at any time after acceptance of an application. Re-examination will be limited to issues of novelty and inventive step based on documentary prior art. The 1953 Act post-grant opposition provisions will be expanded and it will be possible to invoke post-grant opposition at any time during the patent term. The current provision for revocation of a patent through the courts will be retained. The Bill also provides for the establishment of a Maori Advisory Committee to advise the Commissioner of Patents where patent applications involve traditional knowledge and indigenous plants and animals. The New Zealand Medicines and Medical Devices Safety Authority (Medsafe), a business unit of the Ministry of WELLINGTON 00000379 005 OF 007 Health, regulates therapeutic products in New Zealand. Completed applications for marketing approval for prescription medicines received by Medsafe since August 2006 have taken an average of 198 days to process. On average, 66 days of this time was taken by companies to respond to queries raised by the regulator. The New Zealand pharmaceutical trade association - Researched Medicines Industry (RMI) expressed its concern that pending patent legislation would allow under the ""specific experimental use exception"" what it perceives to be an infringement. While RMI admits that it is uncertain of the intention or scope of the provision they believe there is a potential for the property rights of pharmaceutical companies to be compromised by patented product data being accessed by generic drug manufacturers and others under the guise of ""experimental use."" SERVICES BARRIERS Media Radio and television broadcasters have adopted voluntary local content targets after the New Zealand government made it clear that it would otherwise pursue mandatory quotas. New Zealand government officials have said they are sensitive to the implications of quotas under the GATS, but nonetheless they reserve the right to impose them. Telecommunications New Zealand has, over the past decade, moved from relying primarily on the courts to regulate the telecommunications sector under general antitrust statutes (that proved time consuming and ineffective) to the introduction of enforceable sector specific rules. New Zealand amended the 2001 Telecommunications Act in 2006 (the Act), separating Telecom New Zealand (Telecom) into separate access network services, wholesale, and retail business units. The separation is aimed at promoting competition in the telecommunications market. The Act requires Telecom to operate its Access Network Services unit on a stand- alone basis and its wholesale and retail units at arms- length from one another. As part of the operational separation process, the Minister of Communications and Information Technology (Minister for Communications) issued a determination on September 26, 2007, requiring Telecom to prepare a draft separation plan. Telecom submitted a plan that was opened for public comment in January 2008. Taking into account comments received, the Minister for Communications approved Telecom's amended Separation Plan on 30 March 2008. The determination also set requirements for providing Access Network Services over existing copper, and future fiber and wireless access networks to ensure comprehensive service coverage and a forward-looking approach. Other key features of the Act require Telecom to provide unbundled local loop and unbundled bit stream access, ""naked"" DSL services, and unbundled backhaul services; improve transparency of Telecom's costs and pricing by requiring separate wholesale and retail accounting; and enhance the Telecommunications Commissioner's ability to enforce effective and timely access to regulated services. The Act also empowers the Commerce Commission to set terms and conditions of supply for regulated services and to resolve supply terms and conditions for regulated services, rather than only for individual operators. It empowers the Telecommunications Commissioner to initiate determinations of the terms and conditions of regulated multi-network services. In addition, the Act requires Telecom to make relevant services, especially unbundled local loops and unbundled bit stream, available to all market participants on equivalent terms. WELLINGTON 00000379 006 OF 007 With respect to mobile termination rates, the Economic Development Minister announced in April 2007 that he would accept voluntary and separate binding commitments from Vodafone and Telecom to reduce such rates to more reasonable levels. The commitments also require operators benefiting from such reductions to pass through reductions to their customers. Based on such commitments and over a five year period, Telecom has offered to reduce its mobile termination rate from 20 New Zealand cents per minute (cpm) to 12 cpm, and Vodafone has offered to reduce its mobile termination rate from 20 cpm to 14 cpm. This outcome contrasts with the 2005 Commerce Commission recommendation that rates be reduced immediately to 15 cpm by 2006, which was not implemented due to legal challenges brought by mobile operators. INVESTMENT BARRIERS Investment Screening New Zealand maintains investment screening requirements, and has not blocked any foreign investment approvals for business investment since 1984. New Zealand's Overseas Investment Office (OIO) screens foreign investments that exceed NZ$100 million and represent 25 percent or more of the equity in a New Zealand enterprise, foreign investments in land defined as sensitive within the Overseas Investment Act 2005, and foreign investment in fishing. In August 2005, the New Zealand government enacted The Overseas Investment Act that liberalized the investment screening regime by refocusing screening on assets of critical interest. The review also strengthened the monitoring and enforcement of conditions of consent made under the Act. Investors are also required to satisfy an ""investor test."" In particular, an investor must be of good character, must not be excluded from entering New Zealand under the Immigration Act, and must be able to display both financial commitment and business acumen. The United States has raised concerns about the continued use of this screening mechanism. OTHER BARRIERS Pharmaceuticals The U.S. Government continues to raise concerns regarding the level of New Zealand Government support for research and development of innovative pharmaceutical products. Medicines must be approved by the regulator, Medsafe, before they can be marketed in New Zealand, or considered for subsidy by the New Zealand government. New Zealand's Pharmaceutical Management Agency (PHARMAC), a stand-alone Crown entity, administers a Pharmaceutical Schedule that lists medicines subsidized by the New Zealand government. The schedule also specifies criteria for prescribing a product listed for reimbursement. PHARMAC accounts for the majority of New Zealand's expenditures on prescription drugs. The New Zealand government also supports hospitals' pharmaceutical expenditures, bringing its share of total spending on prescription drugs in the country to about 80 percent. New Zealand does not restrict the sale of non- subsidized pharmaceuticals. Most private medical insurance companies, however, will not cover the cost of non-subsidized medicines and doctors are often reluctant to prescribe them to patients who would have to pay the cost themselves. As New Zealand's Primary Health Care Strategy is designed to improve access to health services through measures including cost reduction, practitioners are encouraged to prescribe subsidized medicines. PHARMAC's decisions, by virtue of the agency's functions, have a major impact on the price of subsidized medicines, while pharmaceutical companies' pricing policies influence the price of WELLINGTON 00000379 007 OF 007 unsubsidized medicines. Pharmaceutical companies may choose not to market a medicine in New Zealand if it does not receive a government subsidy. This may reflect the small size of the New Zealand market. U.S. industry continues to have concerns about the transparency, predictability, and accountability of PHARMAC's processes. The New Zealand pharmaceutical trade association - Researched Medicines Industry (RMI) has expressed its concern that New Zealand lags in the desired level of investment in innovative medicines relative to other OECD countries. As a result, RMI feels that pharmaceutical companies have largely withdrawn from clinical trials due largely to the ""harshness"" of the market. RMI points to a drop in levels of investment noting that 10 years ago over NZ$100 million was invested annually in clinical trials which has currently sunk to NZ$15 million per year. In October 2005, the United Future Party announced that it had secured an agreement from the Labour Party to develop a national medicines strategy as part of Labour's coalition negotiations to form a government. Following extensive consultation, the Government released the medicines strategy (Medicines New Zealand) and an associated action plan in December 2007. The strategy is intended to provide a framework to support sound decision-making over time. It is based on principles (equity, effectiveness, confidence, value for money, affordability and transparency), and aims to deliver a transparent and coherent approach to medicines issues in New Zealand. The outcomes sought from the action plan are quality, safe and effective medicines for New Zealanders; access to medicines; and optimal use of medicines. A portion of the plan was implemented in 2008 with a NZ$17 million increase in PHARMAC's budget but the full implementation is expected in 2011. END TEXT. McCormick",7/11/2008



240845,12/21/2009 6:21,09WELLINGTON327,Embassy Wellington,UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY,,VZCZCXYZ1684RR RUEHWEBDE RUEHWL #0327/01 3550621ZNR UUUUU ZZHR 210621Z DEC 09FM AMEMBASSY WELLINGTONTO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC 0262INFO RUCPDOC/DEPT OF COMMERCE WASHINGTON DCRUEATRS/DEPT OF TREASURY WASHINGTON DCRUEHBY/AMEMBASSY CANBERRA 0058RUEHGP/AMEMBASSY SINGAPORE 0007RUEHHI/AMEMBASSY HANOIRUEHPE/AMEMBASSY LIMARUEHRC/DEPT OF AGRICULTURE USD FAS WASHINGTON DCRUEHSG/AMEMBASSY SANTIAGORUEHWL/AMEMBASSY WELLINGTON,"UNCLAS WELLINGTON 000327 SENSITIVE SIPDIS STATE PLEASE PASS TO USTR WEISEL/BISBEE TREASURY PLEASE PASS TO WILLIAM FOSTER AGRICULTURE PLEASE PASS TO EVAN MANGINO E.O. 12958: N/A TAGS: ETRD, PGOV, NZ, ECON, ECIN, EINV SUBJECT: New Zealand Lead Negotiator Discusses Vision and Challenges for TPP 1. (SBU) Summary. During a December 15 courtesy call, the Ambassador engaged Ministry of Foreign Affairs Trans-Pacific Agreement Lead Negotiator Mark Sinclair on his views of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). Sinclair expressed his hope that New Zealand and the United States will work closely to produce a ""high quality"" regional deal. According to Sinclair, New Zealand's TPP negotiating team does not yet have a formal mandate from the Cabinet; the team plans to first seek guidance from the Cabinet after surveying other countries' positions at the initial March round in Melbourne. Sinclair emphasized that New Zealand is seeking a ""clean result"" without carve outs, but he cautioned that other TPP members have residual sensitivities from previous free trade agreements already signed with the United States, which will make it difficult to get a good result. Overcoming these obstacles will require a frank dialogue about what the eight countries hope to achieve; this common understanding will serve as the basis for a solid TPP agreement. Sinclair said that New Zealand feels a special kinship with the Vietnamese since New Zealand and Vietnam are the only two countries in the TPP without a free trade agreement (FTA) with the United States. New Zealand hopes to raise the TPP with Vietnam in bilateral discussions slated for January. End Summary. Looking to Washington for Leadership --------------------------------------------- ----- 2. (SBU) Sinclair emphasized that the TPP is a central element in a full bilateral agenda, and as such, it requires the two sides coordinate closely. He also noted that since New Zealand is one of the few countries already in the TPP that does not already have an FTA with the United States, bilateral negotiations will figure importantly. Sinclair said he was struck by the U.S. Administration's reference to the TPP as a ""high quality regional deal"". ""This has implications for us,"" said Sinclair, ""especially when it reaches beyond borders."" It will increase the challenges and bring us back to the issue of political management of the process. He emphasized that the United States will need to play a leading role in managing the political process by sending the ""right signals"" on carve outs and exemptions. Sinclair also underscored the importance his team attaches to the working relation with the U.S. Trade Representative's office and expressed his hopes that the two sides can work closely. 3. (SBU) According to Sinclair, New Zealand does not yet have a formal mandate for the TPP. Typically FTA negotiating teams go to the Cabinet for guidance. However, the TPP negotiating team is waiting until after March meetings in Melbourne. Sinclair views the meeting in Melbourne as an ""opportunity to hear what others intend for the process."" He can then go to the Cabinet to seek guidance after he has survey the lay of the land. Sinclair said he is particularly interested in what Washington is looking for in the TPP and asked the Ambassador for his views on the matter. In response, the Ambassador noted that it is too early to tell. Looking to Test the Boundaries ----------------------------------------- 4. (SBU) Sinclair cautioned that other countries that are currently part of the TPP and already have FTA's with the United States have residual sensitivities from prior negotiations. Australia and Chile may be particularly predisposed to being conservative on the TPP. As a result, Sinclair concluded that much of the ""intellectual effort"" will need to come from Washington and Wellington. As the biggest player, Washington will play a very important role in coming up with the right framework. And, to the extent possible, New Zealand wants to ""test the boundaries"" to come up with a high quality regional agreement. 5. (SBU) Despite the fact many of the parties will have defensive sensitivities, New Zealand wants a ""clean result across the board"". Sinclair underscored that the agreement will work best if there are ""no exemptions or carve-outs."" He hoped quality would be the first test of the agreement, adding that it will only be made possible by integrating our objectives. To get quality, participants will have to tackle ""at the border and behind the border"" issues, said Sinclair. However, he was not confident that all the participant countries will want to take the risk. Sinclair saw the diversity of players and the temptation to extend flexibilities as the biggest challenges to the process. Any exemptions made for countries such as Vietnam will have implications for the future of the TPP since other potential members will see an opportunity for their own carve-outs. ""Leftovers"" from other FTA's will also need to be dealt with to ensure the TPP is a quality agreement. Certain areas, such as sanitary/phytosanitary (SPS) will be particularly challenging to get consistent rules across the spectrum. Need to Build a Common Understanding --------------------------------------------- -------- 6. (SBU) The New Zealand Government hopes to first come to an understanding of what the eight countries hope to achieve and then build on that common understanding. Sinclair added that each country is hanging on to its own ""little fantasy"" about what is achievable. Therefore, it is important for the eight countries to openly discuss what each wants and does not want. Each country will also have to adjust its expectations in the end. Sinclair warned against rushing into the technical negotiations too quickly; rather, a great deal of hard work is needed at the ""conceptual level"" first, said Sinclair. It would be a mistake to allow separate negotiations to begin on individual chapters, each with its own model. A comprehensive framework is needed first. Working with Vietnam ----------------------------- 7. (SBU) Tongue-in-cheek, Sinclair noted that New Zealand and Vietnam have a special kinship because they are two of the TPP countries that do not already have an FTA with the United States. Sinclair quipped that the two countries will have to stick together because ""the United States will be extra tough on us."" He added that the other members of TPP will be especially wary of Vietnam and New Zealand because they will not want to ""pay for their gains."" New Zealand will hold bilateral discussions with Vietnam in late January or early February. Although it is a regularly scheduled meeting, New Zealand wants to put TPP on the table. (Comment: MFAT officials have told us on numerous occasions that New Zealand wants to partner with the U.S. on encouraging Vietnam to accept sensitive provisions in the TPP, such as environmental and labor standards. They note that the United States working alone may appear too heavy handed.) CLARKE",21/12/2009



225735,9/18/2009 2:49,09WELLINGTON275,Embassy Wellington,CONFIDENTIAL//NOFORN,,VZCZCXYZ0002RR RUEHWEBDE RUEHWL #0275/01 2610249ZNY CCCCC ZZHR 180249Z SEP 09FM AMEMBASSY WELLINGTONTO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC 0137INFO RUCPDOC/DEPT OF COMMERCE WASHINGTON DCRUEHBY/AMEMBASSY CANBERRA 0038RUEHC/DEPT OF AGRICULTURE WASHINGTON DCRUEHDN/AMCONSUL SYDNEY 0032,"C O N F I D E N T I A L WELLINGTON 000275 NOFORN SIPDIS NOFORN STATE PASS TO USTR/BISBEE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE - RALPH BEAN E.O. 12958: DECL: 2019/09/18 TAGS: ETRD, ECON, PGOV, PREL, NZ, KGHG, EAGR SUBJECT: Trade Minister on TPP - The Hour Is Not Yet Here CLASSIFIED BY: Robert Clarke, Charge d'Affaires; REASON: 1.4(B), (D) 1. (C) Summary. During a September 16 introductory call on Tim Groser, Minister for Trade and the Associate Minister for Climate Change Issues and Conservation, the ChargC) emphasized his desire to help the bilateral relationship continue on an upward path. Groser assured that he also wanted to see the relationship move forward on all fronts and that the ChargC) would always have full access to his office. Groser volunteered his understanding that the moment for a U.S. trade agreement with New Zealand was not yet at hand, and he expressed his firm belief that the U.S. Administration would move forward on expanding multilateral trade when the timing is right. Turning to climate change, Groser said that New Zealand is in a unique position as the only developed country with the largest proportion of its greenhouse emissions coming from the agriculture sector. As such, it can play an ""intermediary role"" in bringing developing countries to the climate change discussion since many of them face similar challenges. Groser called for a vast concerted effort by all countries to develop technology that will reduce agriculture-related emissions, and noted New Zealand's keen interest in partnering with the U.S. Department of Agriculture on this endeavor. Groser also outlined some political thorns and anti-American sentiments that might hamper any potential trade negotiations with the U.S. End summary. Free Trade with NZ - The Hour is Not Yet Here --------------------------------------------- 2. (SBU) Groser raised the topic of the Trans-Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership (TPP) and emphasized he understood that the time was not yet ripe for Washington to move forward. He added that he had cautioned his Vietnamese and Peruvian counterparts that it would be ""foolish and even counterproductive"" to apply diplomatic pressure on the USG in an attempt to accelerate the time schedule beyond that dictated by the White House's internal process. Groser expressed his confidence that the U.S. Administration is fully interested in moving forward on multilateral trade at the right time. However, he said it is essential for the United States to eventually join the TPP for the agreement to be useful - ""a TPP without the U.S. is like a meal of steak and potatoes without the meat dish."" Shifting the Focus of International Trade to Climate Change --------------------------------------------- -------------- 3. (SBU) Turning to the subject of climate change, Groser explained that the Kyoto Protocol put New Zealand in a unique position as only the developed country (Annex 1 country) with the largest proportion of its greenhouse gases coming from agriculture - 49 percent. The size of New Zealand agriculture emissions is a function of the size of its agriculture output. (Note: About 90 percent of the food New Zealand produces is exported. End note.) Hence, for New Zealand, reduction of its carbon footprint is closely tied to income security. Many developing countries have a carbon footprint similar to that of New Zealand - one that is more heavily composed of ag-related greenhouse gases. Greenhouse gas emissions from agriculture average 27 percent for all developing countries; for Brazil it is 58 percent; and for India it is 21 percent. For developing countries, however, reducing their carbon footprint becomes a matter of food security. 4. (SBU) According to Groser, moving forward on a successor agreement to Kyoto must include the participation of developing countries, and the international community must come to terms with ag-related greenhouse gases. The issue must be dealt with in a way that does not force developing countries to choose between food security and greenhouse gas reduction. Otherwise, developing countries will have no choice but to opt out. The key, according to Groser, is a massive, coordinated effort between countries to create technology aimed at reducing ag-related greenhouse gas emissions. Strong Interest in Partnering with USDA on Research --------------------------------------------- ------- 5. (SBU) Groser emphasized that he is keenly interested in forming an alliance with the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), noting his previous discussions with USDA on the matter. He said he would like to see USDA play a huge role in climate change, especially in the development of new technologies that can reduce ag-related greenhouse gas emissions. For its part, New Zealand, as a developed country with the preponderance of its emissions coming from agriculture, can bring its credibility to the table in climate change discussions with developing countries. According to Groser, New Zealand wants to play an ""intermediary role"" in the effort and remind the world, ""don't forget agriculture."" The Politics of Supporting Free Trade with the U.S. --------------------------------------------- ------ 6. (C) After asking his two DFAT advisors to leave the room, Groser opened what he termed a frank political discussion. He outlined the political landmines that might befall any trade discussions with the U.S. He described Opposition Leader Phil Goff as a man under ""extreme pressure."" Goff himself is pro-U.S. and moderate, but there is an anti-U.S. component ""at the fringe of the left wing of the Labour Party,"" which seeks to exploit opportunities to replace him. Bringing the U.S. into the TPP could magnify anti-U.S. rhetoric. If Goff remains opposition leader, he should be able to contain this potential. However, if Goff fails and New Zealand is in the middle of negotiations with the U.S., you could suddenly see a ""real anti-American element spring up."" Groser emphasized that the New Zealand Government is trying to manage this process in a ""mature way"" so the opposition will be brought into the process early on to seek their buy-in. Groser, however, expressed his confidence that Goff would remain at the head of the Labour Party and as opposition leader going into the next election. CLARKE",18/09/2009



49814,1/16/2006 23:41,06WELLINGTON41,Embassy Wellington,SECRET,,VZCZCXYZ0001PP RUEHWEBDE RUEHWL #0041 0162341ZNY SSSSS ZZHP 162341Z JAN 06FM AMEMBASSY WELLINGTONTO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 2276INFO RUEHBY/AMEMBASSY CANBERRA PRIORITY 4276RUEHLO/AMEMBASSY LONDON PRIORITY 0139RUEHOT/AMEMBASSY OTTAWA PRIORITY 0262RHMFISS/NSC WASHDC PRIORITYRUETIAA/DIRNSA FT GEORGE G MEADE MD PRIORITYRUEKJCS/SECDEF WASHINGTON DC PRIORITYRUEKJCS/JCS WASHINGTON DC PRIORITYRUEAIIA/CIA WASHINGTON DC PRIORITYRHHMUNA/USCINCPAC HONOLULU HI PRIORITY,"S E C R E T WELLINGTON 000041 SIPDIS SIPDIS STATE FOR EAP/ANP AND INR/EAP OSD FOR LIZ PHU PACOM FOR POLAD HUSO E.O. 12958: DNG: CO 01/16/2013 TAGS: PINR, PREL, NZ SUBJECT: LANGE'S LAST LAUGH Classified By: Charge d'Affaires David R. Burnett; reasons 1.4 (B and D ). 1. (C) Former NZ Prime Minister David Lange's private papers included a copy of the highly classified 1985-86 Government Communications Security Bureau annual report detailing its activities, including cooperation with the U.S. National Security Agency. According to an article in the January 15 Sunday Star-Times newspaper, the paper had been given permission by Archives NZ - and by the Labour Cabinet - to view the documents following Lange's death in August 2005. It is not clear if the Cabinet was aware that the papers included a GCSB document, but Cabinet Chief Executive Maarten Wevers told Charge January 16 that his staff should have known the document was there and removed it from the archivable materials. Wevers said he was under instructions from duty Minister Jim Anderton to review Cabinet and GCSB procedures to determine how the lapse ocurred and to make sure it never happened again. 2. (S) The Sunday Star-Times also excerpted memos to Lange from then Minister of Trade & Industry David Caygill and Lange's Chief of Staff John Henderson outlining conversations with the U.S. Ambassador at the time, covering his concerns that the anti-nuclear legislation had eroded trust in New Zealand, thereby threatening intelligence cooperation. The newspaper stressed the Ambassador's concern that if New Zealand were expelled from the ""five-eyes"" arrangement, the door would be opened for the United States to conduct intelligence gathering operations against the Kiwis. The Star-Times labelled the then Ambassador's language ""a clear threat"" and ""bully tactics,"" even though the language used made clear that the Ambassador was raising a potential concern and did not know whether the aftermath of the anti-nuclear flap would result in expulsion of New Zealand from the SIGINT community. 3. (C) Comment: The Star-Times article is an embarrassment to the Government and to the Prime Minister personally, since she is the Minister charged with intelligence oversight. It raises questions about the Government's competence and its ""non-aligned"" credentials. The PM values the intelligence relationship very highly. It has ensured that New Zealand still has some access and influence in Washington while allowing Clark to maintain the Labour Party's public ambivalence about the U.S. at home. Maarten Wevers told Charge that Clark has instructed he and Minister Anderton to kill the story as quickly as possible, so that she does not have to face questions about the U.S.-NZ intelligence relationship during CDR PACOM Fallon's visit to New Zealand later this week. End Comment. 4. (C) Embassy will not address the intelligence relationship even on background. However, we do intend to background select journalists on our view of the former Ambassador's comments about the importance of trust, stressing the difference between an honest diplomatic exchange on matters of mutual concern and ""bullying."" A fairly accurate and sympathetic two-part docudrama on the ANZUS crisis has just aired over the past two weekends, and has created an appetite for discussion of the U.S.-New Zealand relationship (and the late David Lange's lack of veracity) which we would like to exploit while we can. 5. (U) Full text of the Sunday Star-Times article can be found at: http://www.stuff.co.nz/stuff/sundaystartimes/ Burnett",16/01/2006



38543,8/15/2005 4:41,05WELLINGTON624,Embassy Wellington,CONFIDENTIAL//NOFORN,,This record is a partial extract of the original cable. The full text of the original cable is not available.,"C O N F I D E N T I A L SECTION 01 OF 02 WELLINGTON 000624 SIPDIS NOFORN STATE FOR EAP A/S HILL AND EAP/ANP NSC FOR NSA HADLEY AND VCHA SECDEF FOR OSD/ISA LIZ PHU PACOM FOR J0051 HUSO, MUNIPALLI AND POST E.O. 12958: DECL: 08/14/2015 TAGS: PGOV, PREL, NZ SUBJECT: THE DEATH OF DAVID LANGE Classified By: Charge David R. Burnett, for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d) 1. (C) Summary: Former NZ Prime Minister David Lange died on August 13, following a long illness. In the run-up to elections, Prime Minister Clark may be hoping to capitalize on Labour's identity as the heir apparent to Lange and the anti-nuclear policy his Government implemented. Most observers believe any bounce in the polls would be short-lived, however, and we agree. For all New Zealanders' sentimental attachment to Lange, his humor, and his legacy, most regard him as a flawed individual. In any case, the election is still five weeks away and voters are far more likely to vote on matters of current concern regardless. End Summary. 2. (U) Former Prime Minister David Lange, who presided over the creation of New Zealand's anti-nuclear policy and break from ANZUS, died late in the evening on August 13 after a long battle with the rare and incurable blood disorder amyloidosis and related illnesses. His death was not unexpected: he had been steadily weakening since being admitted to an Auckland hospital one month ago with diabetes complications. 3. (SBU) New Zealanders generally regard Lange as one of the country's greatest Prime Ministers, noting with special fondness how, with wit and self-assurance, he created a sense of New Zealand as a distinct entity apart from Britain, the United States, and Australia. There is no better symbol of this new identity than the anti-nuclear legislation that was passed under Lange's government. Indeed, it is because the legislation is so deeply associated with New Zealand's emerging identity and post-Vietnam, anti-American stance that so many Kiwis regard altering the ban as akin to spitting on the nation's flag. (Although, unlike the nuclear ban, whether NZ should change its flag is at least a matter of national debate). 4. (SBU) There is little doubt today that Lange decided to implement a ban on nuclear arms as a way to initiate New Zealand's break from ANZUS. By creating friction with the United States which virtually forced the U.S. to expel New Zealand from the alliance, Lange succeeded also in forging an anti-American sentiment here that remains powerful 20 years on. But as former PM Jim Bolger noted in a recent speech, Lange ironically had misgivings about introducing the ban on nuclear propulsion that remains such a sticking point in US-NZ relations today: he believed it was tantamount to telling another country how to handle its domestic policies. He nevertheless agreed to the propulsion ban in the end, in part because it was clear that the public was more worried about the environmental impact of radiation than it was about nuclear arms, and in part because of strong pressure from the more leftist members of his Cabinet (including then-Housing Minister and now PM Clark). 5. (SBU) Unlike former members of his Cabinet such as Health Minister Michael Bassett and Deputy Prime Minister Geoffrey Palmer, Lange never -- in public or private -- grew to regret the split with the United States. In fact, he was recently quoted as saying that if press reports that the National Party and others were considering changing the nuclear policy were true, he would leave his hospital bed and travel to Wellington in his wheel chair to protest. 6. (SBU) To many former colleagues and observers, Lange was also a deeply flawed individual on both a professional and personal level. Although widely credited for cheering the country through bleak austerity measures that were necessary to prevent total economic collapse, Lange was unable to control the factions in his Government, and if anything fed them. When for example he decided that the austerity measures initiated by then-Finance Minister Roger Douglas had gone too far, Lange took the almost unheard of step of overriding his Cabinet to end the flat tax that Douglas had implemented. This eventually led to the sacking of Douglas and the other architect of austerity, Richard Prebble in 1988, and to Lange's own resignation in 1989. Many in his Government also never forgave him for denying he was having an affair with his speech writer (whom he eventually married) and even more for allowing himself to be influenced by her views. In a recent TV interview, even Lange confessed that he had come to see himself as invincible and unaccountable to anyone. 7. (SBU) In later life, Lange became more and more isolated. In his autobiography, ""My Life,"" originally slated for September publication but released in early August because of his illness, Lange slams virtually every member of his Government, noting ""What a terrible lot they were."" Most were cavalier in response, including PM Clark, who Lange accused of having kept out of any inter-Governmental fight as long as her own Housing portfolio was well funded. 8. (U) There will be no official funeral, reportedly at the request of Lange and his family. The Prime Minister has said, however, that she will look into the possibility of an official memorial service. Lange's widow, Margaret Pope, says that for now she is only focused on the private funeral that Lange requested. 9. (U) Sunday and Monday press reports gave wide coverage to Lange's death, including summaries of his life in and out of office and numerous editorial comments. The newspapers also printed quotes from Government officials as well as Don Brash and other opposition leaders, virtually all of which noted Lange's leadership and sense of humor. Prime Minister Howard was also quoted, however, as saying ""I respected him, though I obviously disagreed very strongly with his decision to take New Zealand out of the Anzus treaty."" A statement from the American Embassy also got wide coverage, appearing above PM Clark's and Dr. Brash's statements in the Sunday Star Times. The statement said, ""David Lange led New Zealand through a difficult period of profound changes at home and abroad. He did so with courage, optimism, and humor, the same traits he demonstrated in the face of his illness. He will be missed not only by the people of New Zealand but by his friends in the United States. Our condolences to his family and to the people of New Zealand."" 10. (C) Comment: In her remarks on Lange's death, Prime Minister Clark stressed his role in making New Zealand nuclear free, thereby subtly reminding voters yet again of Labour's accusations that the ban would be ""gone by lunchtime"" in a National-led government. But Clark will not be able to claim fully the mantle of Lange's heir apparent, especially since he criticized her in his recent autobiography. Nor would claims of being his heir apparent necessarily carry a lot of weight with New Zealanders. Although they regard with pride Lange's perceived ability to put New Zealand on the global stage, their affection for him resides largely in his wit and image as a man of the people. (One news piece detailed how Lange won the hearts of a local Auckland cafe owner and his customers.) With the exception of the nuclear legislation, few remember fondly the austerity measures or other Lange Government policies, even if they have endured. And no one would equate the mannerisms of the somber Clark with those of the quick-humored Lange. As the British would say, the two are like chalk and cheese. Burnett",15/08/2005
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242676,1/06/2010 9:06 PM,10WELLINGTON3,Embassy Wellington,SECRET//NOFORN,10WELLINGTON1,VZCZCXRO1982RR RUEHPBDE RUEHWL #0003/01 0062107ZNY SSSSS ZZHR 062106Z JAN 10FM AMEMBASSY WELLINGTONTO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC 0287INFO RHEHAAA/NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL WASHINGTON DCRHMCSUU/CDR USPACOM HONOLULU HIRUCPDOC/DEPT OF COMMERCE WASHINGTON DCRUEATRS/DEPT OF TREASURY WASHINGTON DCRUEHBY/AMEMBASSY CANBERRA 0071RUEHPB/AMEMBASSY PORT MORESBY 0014RUEHWL/AMEMBASSY WELLINGTON,"S E C R E T SECTION 01 OF 05 WELLINGTON 000003 SIPDIS NOFORN E.O. 12958: DECL: 2020/01/07 TAGS: PGOV, PREL, ECON, EAID, ETRD, OVIP, AMGT, SENV, MARR, NZ SUBJECT: CORRECTED COPY -- SCENESETTER FOR SECRETARY CLINTON'S NEW ZEALAND VISIT REF: 10 WELLINGTON 1 DERIVED FROM: Derived from previous message. 1. (SBU) Secretary Clinton, Embassy Wellington and Consulate General Auckland extend a warm welcome to you for your January 15-17 visit to New Zealand. We have worked closely on preparations with your ""Kiwi"" hosts and share their excitement about your trip. Your visit to New Zealand, a small Pacific nation of 4.3 million, will further energize bilateral relations, which are already on an upward trajectory. Washington is reviewing our decades-old policy stemming from disagreements over New Zealand's nuclear-free legislation in the mid-1980s and we expect that much closer military-to-military relations will result. Our intelligence relationship was fully restored on August 29, 2009 (which should not be acknowledged in public). New Zealand is eager to work with the U.S. on non-proliferation issues and Prime Minister (PM) John Key is openly excited about being invited by President Obama for a bilateral visit to Washington in March 2010 and to the April Nuclear Security Summit. New Zealand depends on international trade (the U.S. is its second largest trading partner, after Australia) and influential constituencies across the society reacted enthusiastically to President Obama's November 2009 announcement on the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). New Zealand Special Air Services (SAS) combat troops are deployed in Afghanistan, and the NZ Defense Forces run a Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) in Bamyan province. Your Hosts -------------- 2. (SBU) Your official host for this visit is Foreign Minister Murray McCully, but PM Key--consistent with his strongly personal pro-American outlook and that of the National Party-led coalition government he heads--has involved himself heavily in your visit. Key will lead the official bilateral meeting, hold a joint press availability with you, and be your host for an informal dinner. While delegating most foreign policy responsibilities to FM McCully, PM Key keeps a close watch on bilateral relations with the United States. PM Key and the rest of the New Zealand government celebrates your visit as evidence that New Zealand is a welcome partner of the United States and a reaffirmation of the positive bilateral developments between our countries in recent years. We do not anticipate that the New Zealand Government will raise any contentious issues in your meetings. PM Key's National-led Government - Riding a Wave of Popularity --------------------------------------------- ---------------------- --------------------- 3. (SBU) On November 8, 2008, The John Key-led National Party won the General Election ending the eight years of Labour party rule. Key, a former investment banker who only entered politics in 2002, announced the formation of a National-led minority center-right government after he had signed separate agreements with the ACT Party, United Future and the Maori Party to secure their respective support. The governing arrangement with the three parties is not a formal coalition. Rather, each party negotiated with National an agreement that will enable National to survive no-confidence votes in Parliament. PM Key and his governing National Party are now extremely popular with voters with ratings well above 50 percent. The opposition Labour Party, with a 30 percent rating, and its leader, Phil Goff (8 percent), have struggled to be politically relevant since losing the 2008 election. The Key Government recently dealt with minor scandals involving two support parties that briefly raised the specter of Government instability, but faded rapidly. Hot Domestic Issues: Maori Land Rights and Emission Trading Scheme --------------------------------------------- ---------------------- --------------------------- 4. (C) While domestic politics will have little influence on your WELLINGTON 00000003 002 OF 005 visit, there are several issues that currently are at the forefront of New Zealand politicians' minds. The most critical legislative decisions since the National Party took office in 2008 are the recent repeal of the controversial Foreshore and Seabed Act, which permits Maori to pursue in court their customary rights to the coastline and its natural resources, and the Government's Emission Trading Scheme (ETS) bill, a contentious environmental measure introduced to cap carbon emissions. Opposition parties derided the ETS bill as incomplete and roasted the Government for the speed with which it passed into law. Another issue of note is the Government's plan to consolidate Auckland's eight existing councils into one Super Council with a single mayor. This is a significant undertaking as Auckland is New Zealand's biggest and politically most important city. New Zealand's Economy - On the Rebound --------------------------------------------- ------------ 5. (U) New Zealand's economy suffered a recession from the global economic crisis, but is now on the road to recovery with real GDP data showing signs of improvement. Economic forecasts suggest that economic growth will return in 2010 with 1.6 percent growth in real GDP. However, unemployment is still expected to top 7 percent in early 2010. After substantial restructuring and sale of government-owned enterprises in the 1990s, New Zealand is now one of the most open economies in the world and is ranked 5th in the world on the Heritage Foundation's economic freedom index. Close economic ties with Australia are also a key part of the New Zealand economy. New Zealand and Australia are partners in the ""Closer Economic Relations"" (CER) agreement, which allows for free trade in goods and most services. There is a free flow of labor between the two countries with little to no impediments to migration, and the two countries also consult closely on fiscal and monetary policy. Trade is Vital to the Economy --------------------------------------- 6. (U) Trade is a vital part of the New Zealand's economy, particularly trade in agriculture, which represents about half the country's exports. New Zealand's four top trade partners are Australia, the United States, China, and Japan. To boost trade, the country has vigorously pursued free trade though the WTO and the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP), as well as bilateral agreements with other countries and regional organizations, including Australia, China, Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Hong Kong, ASEAN, and the Gulf Cooperation Council. New Zealand is the first OECD country to sign a free trade agreement with China, and it now pursuing FTAs with Korea, Japan, and India. In general, the country's trade policy generally enjoys bi-partisan support. The U.S. is a Major Trade and Investment Partner --------------------------------------------- ---------------- 7. (U) President Obama's announcement on November 14 of U.S. engagement with the TPP countries was warmly welcomed and has generated a great deal of enthusiasm among New Zealand Government officials and the media. The U.S. is currently New Zealand's second largest individual trading partner and second largest individual export market, with the top four exports of frozen beef, dairy products, sheep meat and wine. The U.S. is New Zealand's third largest source of imports with the top four imports of aircraft, aircraft parts, medical equipment and motor vehicles. The U.S. is also the top destination for New Zealand investment abroad (close to $1 billion) and New Zealand's second largest source of FDI (11.5 percent of the total FDI in NZ). New Zealand has a vibrant U.S. business community of approximately 400 companies, including well-known companies such as 3M, Citibank, Microsoft, and Mobil. New Zealand's American Chamber of Commerce, based in Auckland, has over 160 members. WELLINGTON 00000003 003 OF 005 Supportive of the U.S. Internationally, Especially in Multilateral Fora --------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- 8. (C/NF) New Zealand, as a small country, places great store in multilateralism and is a strong proponent of the UN system. It generally supports the United States at the United Nations and other international fora, only differing on a few issues such as Cuba. When the U.S. Administration decided in March of 2009 to seek a seat on the UN Human Rights Council, New Zealand, which was also on the ballot, withdrew its name so the United States could run uncontested. New Zealand has also been supportive of the U.S. position on nuclear issues in Iran and North Korea and generally desires to keep their policies towards North Korea in sync with our objectives. On Iran, New Zealand supports our position, but their trade relationship with Tehran and overall approach to the Middle East precludes them from taking as tough a line with Iran as they have with North Korea. New Zealand is also an active participant in other fora, such as of Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), Organization for Cooperation and Development (OECD), Pacific Island Forum (PIF) and Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI). New Zealand's Special Relationship with the Pacific Islands --------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ---------- 9. (SBU) The United States continues to draw on New Zealand's deep experience and unique connection with the Pacific Island region. New Zealand has a strong leadership role in the South Pacific and views itself as having a special connection with the island nations. Currently there are around 270,000 Pacific Islanders living in New Zealand (about 6 percent of the population), many of whom live in the Auckland region. There are also many Pacific Islanders who come to New Zealand for temporary work through the Recognized Seasonal Employer (RSE) Policy. New Zealand established the program in October 2006 as a way to assist employers in horticulture and viticulture, as well as provide development assistance in the Pacific Island region. New Zealand has a strong aid and development presence in the region and is eager to collaborate closely with USAID, which is looking to return to the South Pacific. We cooperated closely with New Zealand in the aftermath of the recent earthquakes, tsunamis, and volcanic eruptions in the South Pacific. New Zealand was one of the first countries on the scene after the September tidal wave in Samoa, providing aid and relief. 10. (C) We also cooperate and share concerns in the region on political stability, climate change, energy and food security, and protection of fisheries and marine environments. In the past several years, New Zealand has played an active role in helping to maintain the security environment in Timor Leste, the Solomons, and Tonga. Likewise, we are unanimous in the need for a quick return to democracy in Fiji. The New Zealand Government has had a particularly rocky relationship with the interim Government in Fiji and would like the United States to take a stronger position. In November 2009, the New Zealand Acting High Commissioner was expelled from Fiji after New Zealand delayed the issuance of a medical visa for the sick child of a Fijian judge. We also share concerns over the competing agendas of other actors and donors in the region, such as China and Cuba, and their impact on stability, governance, and sustainable development. We also share a concern with the New Zealand Government over the need to help the Pacific Islands control their Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ) from illegal fishing and to protect marine environments. A Strong History of Collaboration on the Environment, Science and the Antarctic --------------------------------------------- ---------------------- -------------------------------------- 11. (SBU) Science cooperation forms one of the longest threads of the bilateral relationship; it dates back to the late 1950s in the Antarctic. The United States and New Zealand continue to work WELLINGTON 00000003 004 OF 005 together closely on scientific research in the Antarctic. Christchurch is the staging area for joint logistical support operations serving U.S. permanent bases at McMurdo Station and South Pole, and New Zealand's Scott base (located just six miles from McMurdo Station in the Ross Sea region). Collaboration between the U.S. National Science Foundation and New Zealand to install wind turbines in Antarctica to power McMurdo/Scott Bases is a part of the joint logistical agreement and will eventually supply up to 90 percent of our electricity needs for the two bases. There is also collaboration on the Energy Development for Island Nations (EDIN) project, which aims to develop renewable energy resources for Pacific Islands and reduce their dependence on fossil fuels. A Science and Technology cooperation agreement between the US Department of Homeland Security and New Zealand, relating to enhancement of each country's domestic and external security capabilities, is slated to soon be signed. In addition, we are working together on greenhouse gas reduction in the agriculture sector through the Global Research Alliance on Agriculture Greenhouse Gases. New Zealand's unique position of being a developed country with roughly 50 percent of its carbon emissions stemming from agriculture production will give it a unique perspective and leadership role in this endeavor. Defense Cooperation - Moving Around the Rock in the Road --------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ------------ 12. (C/NF) New Zealand-U.S. relations have improved significantly over recent years as both countries agreed not to allow the historic anti-nuclear dispute to unnecessarily damage the overall bilateral relationship. New Zealand's legislation prohibiting visits of nuclear-powered ships continues to preclude a security alliance with the U.S. Certain restrictions on bilateral military cooperation still remain, such as ship visits, but official visits and multilateral cooperation is ongoing. Admiral Keating visited in September 2009, and Secretary of the Navy Ray Mabus is set to come in February 2010. Anti-nuclear legislation enjoys broad public and political support in New Zealand, and there is no sign it is likely to change. There is a perception among the New Zealanders that the decision to prohibit nuclear ships has cost them economically through lost trade opportunities. Despite suspension of U.S. security obligations, the New Zealand Government reaffirms the importance it attaches to continued close political, economic, and social ties with the United States and Australia. The Mission looks forward to an increase in frequency and complexity of joint and multilateral military-to-military training involving New Zealand when final decisions in a current review are made. Shoulder to Shoulder in Afghanistan --------------------------------------------- -- 13. (C/NF) New Zealand is an active member of the global coalition in the fight against global terrorism, and deployed both Special Air Service (SAS) and regular armed forces personnel to Afghanistan. In September 2009, SAS began its fourth deployment to Afghanistan. PM Key also announced that the NZ Defense Force contingent of the NZ-run provincial reconstruction team (PRT) in Bamyan province will be drawn down in the medium term, which he defined as three to five years. As the NZ military contingent in the PRT draws down, the civilian contribution will increase and focus on rebuilding local capacity in agriculture, education and health. PM Key promised that NZ's efforts in Bamyan province would ""be aligned with the new policy of the U.S. Administration,"" which includes building the capacity of the Afghanistan central government and provincial governments. PM Key also announced that New Zealand will establish a permanent diplomatic presence in Afghanistan. Presently, New Zealand's Embassy in Tehran covers Afghanistan. The SAS is slated to return to support internal security requirements during New Zealand's hosting of the World Rugby Cup in 2011, and future rotations to Afghanistan are undecided at this time. WELLINGTON 00000003 005 OF 005 Intelligence Cooperation Is Back on Track --------------------------------------------- --------- 14. (S/NF) Despite the ANZUS break in 1985, New Zealand remained a member of the Five Eyes intelligence community, but with access to certain types of intelligence curtailed. Our intelligence relationship was fully restored in August 29, 2009. While you should mention intelligence restoration in your private bilateral with PM Key and other New Zealand officials, this is a ""no comment"" issue when the media inevitably raises it. New Zealand has been a strong advocate of the Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI) in the East Asian region and hosted its first PSI exercise (Operation Maru) in September 2008 with 30 USG experts participating. New Zealand is also an active participant in the Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism (GICNT). Resources Needed As the Relationship Expands --------------------------------------------- ------------------ 15. (S) The Mission to New Zealand and Samoa is staffed by 149 employees (50 Direct Hire Americans, 99 Locally Engaged Staff) across three posts and including the Department, DOD, Agriculture and Commerce. With the recent rapid growth of our bilateral relationship on key global issues the demands on this small Mission have increased significantly. Over the past 10 years, non-ICASS positions have grown by close to 200 percent and the ICASS position growth has hovered around 22 percent. We need three additional Locally Engaged (LE) ICASS positions to support the increased staffing demands. The Defense Attache Office has requested an additional permanent billet (U.S. Military officer, Major) to support the demands of the two programs headed by DIA's Defense Attache System and the Office of Security Assistance and redeveloping the U.S. and New Zealand's military-to-military engagement after years of hiatus. State needs an additional officer in the Political/Economic Section to further expand on science and technology, nonproliferation, and political-military programs and allow the Economics Officer to focus on preparations for Trans-Pacific Partnership trade negotiations. Embassy and Consulate General ------------------------------------- 16. (SBU) The government-owned Chancery in Wellington recently went through three projects - Information Programs Center (IPC) upgrade, roof renovations and installation of new heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. Those upgrades brought the Chancery closer to compliance with ADA laws and long needed upgrades. Located in Auckland, the Consulate General (CG) offices are on the third and fourth levels of a commercial office building in downtown Auckland. The offices were refurbished in 2004-2005 and remain in good condition. The Embassy in Apia is also located in a commercial office building. The Consulate General in Auckland and the Chancery in Apia are both short term leased facilities. The new government-owned Principal Officer's residence in Apia is currently under construction and due to be completed by the end of 2010. 17. (U) Madam Secretary, we look forward to your visit and are doing all we can to make it a complete success. CLARKE",6/01/2010



98719,3/02/2007 4:55 AM,07WELLINGTON194,Embassy Wellington,SECRET//NOFORN,,VZCZCXRO2665OO RUEHPBDE RUEHWL #0194/01 0610455ZNY SSSSS ZZHO 020455Z MAR 07FM AMEMBASSY WELLINGTONTO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC IMMEDIATE 3972INFO RUEHBY/AMEMBASSY CANBERRA IMMEDIATE 4773RUEHPF/AMEMBASSY PHNOM PENH IMMEDIATE 0043RUEHPB/AMEMBASSY PORT MORESBY IMMEDIATE 0637RUEHSV/AMEMBASSY SUVA IMMEDIATE 0573RHEHAAA/NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL WASHDC IMMEDIATERUEAIIA/CIA WASHINGTON DC IMMEDIATERUEKJCS/OSD WASHINGTON DC IMMEDIATERHHMUNA/CDR USPACOM HONOLULU HI IMMEDIATE,"S E C R E T SECTION 01 OF 04 WELLINGTON 000194 SIPDIS SIPDIS NOFORN STATE FOR EAP/FO AND EAP/ANP NSC FOR VICTOR CHA OSD FOR JESSICA POWERS PHNOM PENH FOR POL/MCKEAN E.O. 12958: DECL: 03/01/2017 TAGS: PREL, PGOV, NZ SUBJECT: PM CLARK GOES TO WASHINGTON Classified By: Charge D'Affaires David J. Keegan, for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d) 1. (C) Summary: Prime Minister Clark has announced to New Zealanders that she will use her March 20-21 visit to Washington to discuss key regional and world events with the President and other Senior Officials. In reality, she has a broader agenda as well: to improve the tone of her dialogue with us and to send a message to the NZ electorate that cooperating with the U.S. is normal and advances New Zealand's interests. Now in her third term in office, Clark has over the years developed a deeper understanding of the breadth and benefits of the US-New Zealand relationship. She recognizes that sound bites matter, and in response has begun to modulate her public statements to be more positive about the relationship. She also strenuously avoids saying anything critical about U.S. policy. Although a strengthened centrist domestic political opposition may motivate Clark to be more open to us, most of her efforts to improve bilateral cooperation have not been made public, indicating genuine commitment. Over the past year, she has quietly filled a number of key positions with officials who are well disposed towards the United States, and she and her Ministers now treat official meetings with us as opportunities to advance common agendas rather than either public relations coups or something to deny. The PM closely monitors and supports the ""Matrix"" process as well as deeper US-NZ cooperation in intelligence and other issues. She particularly appreciates our cooperation in the Pacific and Antarctica. End Summary. 2. (C) A micro-manager, Clark will come to Washington extremely well briefed on the issues. She will likely suggest small but concrete ways to cooperate within the boundaries of the Presidential Directive, such as by regularizing our dialogue on scientific and Pacific Island issues. She will probably announce that New Zealand will extend its military deployments in Afghanistan through September 2009. Clark will not seek any dramatic changes to bilateral policy, which she recognizes would be more than either side's system could bear. Nor will she make a heavy pitch for an FTA as she did during her 2002 visit, instead leaving that for Trade Minister Goff's trip to Washington later this year. 3. (C) We should use this visit to urge continued tangible commitments to the improving bilateral cooperation and NZ's defense modernization. We should also elicit a greater willingness to publicize our successes where possible. Clark will be setting the pace for improving U.S.-New Zealand relations for the foreseeable future. This visit provides us an opportunity to encourage her to stay the course and to resist negative pressures from those in her party who prefer to keep us at arm's length. --------------------------------------- MOVING UP THE LEARNING CURVE: WE MATTER --------------------------------------- 4. (C) With over seven years in office, Clark is now the longest serving Labour Prime Minister in New Zealand history. Although she has no clear successor and may run for an unprecedented fourth term, she is clearly already focused on her legacy. Arriving in office well to the left of the political spectrum, Clark began her tenure by stressing New Zealand's role as a small but principled player favoring multilateral (ideally UN-based) solutions to the world's problems. Since then, she has witnessed such events as 9/11, cooperation between NZDF and US troops in Afghanistan, and shortcomings of the UN system (such as its inability to react to the 2005 Tsunami). As a result, she has over time focused more on New Zealand's role in the Pacific region and its relations with Australia and other bilateral allies. 5. (C) Through learning on the job, Clark has clearly developed a more sophisticated understanding of the breadth and importance of the US-New Zealand relationship. Her desire to improve relations with the Administration may be due in part to the influence of Foreign Minister Winston WELLINGTON 00000194 002 OF 004 Peters, but we see evidence that Clark herself wants to improve US-New Zealand ties. Contacts tell us she has especially valued our close cooperation following the coup in Fiji, and during her recent meetings with PM Howard she praised EAP DAS Davies' trip to the Solomons. The Ambassador reports that Clark is obviously impressed by our dedication to environmental protection and generous support for New Zealand activities in Antarctica, which she witnessed first hand during this year's celebrations of US-NZ cooperation on the ice. 6. (C/NF) Recognizing that her Government had initially resisted improving the U.S. relationship, Clark has since the 2005 election appointed to key positions a number of officials well disposed towards working with the United States. In addition to Foreign Minister Winston Peters (arguably a marriage of convenience), she has appointed Warren Tucker as Director of the NZ Security Intelligence Service (NZSIS), Bruce Ferguson as Director of the Government Communications Security Bureau (GCSB), Roy Ferguson as NZ Ambassador to Washington; and John McKinnon as Secretary of Defence. Together with Peters and Simon Murdoch, second in command at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, these officials have improved their agencies' coordination on U.S. policy and instructed staff to be helpful to us wherever possible. For example, NZSIS had for months resisted housing equipment needed to implement a possible HSPD-6 agreement with the United States. Soon after his arrival, Tucker ordered NZSIS to be the host, paving the way for negotiations. 7. (C) Clark has been more mindful of the public side of our relationship as well. She participated in the Embassy's 4 July reception even though she never attends national day events. She was also gracious guest at a media-covered reception at the Ambassador's residence last May in honor of her favorite Kiwi composer. Mindful that her 2003 remarks about the Iraq war have not been forgotten, Clark now slaps down her Cabinet Ministers for similar offenses. When on January 12 Duty Minister Jim Anderton issued a blistering critique of the President's plan to send more troops to Iraq, Clark quickly disavowed the comments and removed Anderton from duty within the day. She was roundly criticized in the media for her actions, but did not budge. After confirming her visit to Washington on March 1, a reporter asked what Clark would say if the President asked her views on the war. Clark merely said she doubted that would happen, adding that New Zealand is not in Iraq and it would be ""gratuitous to offer any advice."" ---------------------------------- CLARK REALLY DOES WANT CLOSER TIES ---------------------------------- 8. (C) Some observers claim Clark only wants to mend fences with the United States to wrest center ground from the opposition National Party, which is gaining in the polls. We doubt this is her main motive. For one thing, polling suggests up to half of all Kiwis believe New Zealand does not need a closer relationship with the United States, and the anti-American sentiment in the left side of her own caucus is well known. Although Labour is losing ground in opinion polls, Clark is far from being in such crisis that she needs to change her foreign policy to get votes. New National leader John Key is charming and confident, but has been in Parliament for only five years and his practical agenda remains fuzzy. In contrast, while many Kiwis consider Clark cold and some question her integrity, we have yet to meet any who regard her as anything less than competent. The majority seem proud of the way she has helped forge a new, modern identity for the country: clean, green, multicultural, multilateral, creative, and yes -- nuclear free. Nor is there a chance of the type of leadership putsch within Labour that has plagued National in recent years. ----------------------------------------- WE BENEFIT FROM STRONGER COOPERATION, TOO ----------------------------------------- 9. (C) New Zealand is small, but concrete improvements in WELLINGTON 00000194 003 OF 004 bilateral cooperation over the past year, including via the ""Matrix"" process initiated in Bangkok last year, have brought tangible, positive gains for U.S. interests. We continue to cooperate closely on events in Fiji and have come to value the views of Kiwi officials regarding events in E.Timor, the Solomon Islands, and Tonga. We are increasing behind-the-scenes dialogue on N.Korea and Iran, both of which have diplomatic relations with New Zealand. The ""Matrix"" process has also been helpful in enabling both sides to stay joined up in response to other events, such as ensuring that the recent fire on board a Japanese whaling vessel in Antarctic waters would not lead to an environmental disaster. 10. (S/NF) Improvements on the defense and intelligence side have also borne fruit. As Minister in Charge of the NZSIS and GCSB, Clark is read into all major operations involving U.S. intelligence. She understands the implications of a post-9/11 world for New Zealand's security. She also realized after the Fiji coup that New Zealand had become too reliant on Australian intelligence. Clark grasps that NZ must ""give to get"" and that some of our cooperative operations -- such as monitoring radicalizing Kiwi jihadists -- strengthen her country's security. But she also has been willing to address targets of marginal benefit to New Zealand that could do her political harm if made public. Over the past year, she has supported increased counterterrorism cooperation with us. 11. (C/NF) While the Presidential Directive still limits our defense relationship, New Zealand's push since 2004 to modernize its forces have improved our ability to work together in those areas in which we can cooperate. In support of NZ military activities in the Pacific Islands, Timor Leste, Afghanistan, and elsewhere, there have been more high-level U.S. military visits to New Zealand over the past 6 months than in the previous two years. This March alone, there will be visits by two Admirals for maritime security consultations with New Zealand, France, and the UK, as well as a yearly call by PACAF Commander General Hester. There have been more U.S. military waivers for multilateral exercises including the NZDF as well. Unlike in the past, the PM and her Government have focused on the substance behind these visits and exercises instead of touting them to the press as a sign that NZ's nuclear ban no longer matters to the United States. New Zealand continues to be an active participant in the Proliferation Security Initiative, has helped explain the importance of this effort to Pacific Island states, and will for the first time host an Operational Experts Group Meeting in Auckland March 26-28. ---------- Key Issues ---------- 12. (C/NF) Regional/Global Security: In her public statements announcing the visit, Clark has said that she hopes to discuss with senior US officials common interests in counter-terrorism/Afghanistan; regional security and good governance in the PICs and E.Timor; and DPRK, Iran and other nonproliferation issues. Although she told a journalist that Iraq is unlikely to come up, MFAT staff tells us that she knows that this is a major issue on the mind of the Administration. They also say she is likely to raise concerns over China's role in the Asia Pacific region. Clark will likely announce during her visit that New Zealand will extend its deployments to Afghanistan through September 2009, the longest extension since the Afghan war began. She may also propose that both sides agree to regular consultations on Pacific Island issues. We agree this could send a positive public signal about our joint work in the region, although in reality fast moving events make it a certainty that we will continue to communicate in real time as well. We would also have to ensure that the search for agenda items and ""deliverables"" did not overwhelm our constructive dialogue. 13. (S/NF) Intelligence: Although it will be obviously impossible to publicly highlight the exact nature of NZ's WELLINGTON 00000194 004 OF 004 intelligence cooperation during Clark's visit, she undoubtedly would appreciate having it acknowledged behind closed doors. We should also encourage New Zealand to agree to some public recognition of the HSPD-6 MOU that we understand will be signed during the visit. A public signing ceremony the Embassy hosted when we concluded the US-NZ Regional Alert Movement agreement received positive press play here, which indicates that not all intelligence cooperation issues are tabu to Kiwis. 14. (C) Environment and other issues: Since the Antarctic celebrations in January, Clark has become more aware of the close level of cooperation between US and NZ scientists both on and off the ice. She may propose new areas for cooperation in Antarctica and suggest both sides review the US-NZ Science and Technology Agreement to consider possible new joint research efforts. GNZ officials were struck by parallel references to climate change and sustainable energy in both the President's and PM's opening statements to their legislature this year, and Clark may raise this as well. She may also propose cooperation on efforts towards sustainable fisheries. Clark will almost certainly acknowledge U.S. leadership in WTO Doha negotiations. 15. (C) The Public message: Clark will deliver three speeches while in the United States. Unlike her speech there in 2002 on New Zealand's desire for an FTA, Clark's address in Washington will present a more positive focus on overall US-NZ relations. This reflects both her understanding that an FTA is not possible for now and her desire to speak to the broader relationship. Clark will deliver a second speech in Chicago covering WTO and economic issues (including a soft FTA pitch) and a third in Seattle on innovation in New Zealand. ------- COMMENT ------- 16. (C) PM Clark will continue to set the course for improved US-NZ relations. It is clear there will be no change in New Zealand's anti-nuclear policy in the medium term; even the new opposition leader John Key has announced that the National Party wants to maintain the ban. National also continues to be vulnerable to accusations of being too close to the United States, which cost it significant support at the 2005 election. If elected in 2008, the Nats will have more political room to work with us if they can build on progress made under this Government towards better US-NZ ties. A re-elected Labour Government will do the same. This visit provides a chance to encourage Clark to set the bar high. We may have setbacks along the way, but the better our mutual understanding of what each side can expect from each other, the less likely that these hiccups will undermine our progress. End Comment. Keegan",2/03/2007



175015,10/24/2008 1:29,08WELLINGTON356,Embassy Wellington,SECRET//NOFORN,,VZCZCXYZ0001OO RUEHWEBDE RUEHWL #0356/01 2980129ZNY SSSSS ZZHO 240129Z OCT 08FM AMEMBASSY WELLINGTONTO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC IMMEDIATE 5491INFO RUEHBJ/AMEMBASSY BEIJING PRIORITY 0442RUEHBY/AMEMBASSY CANBERRA PRIORITY 5291RUEHBUL/AMEMBASSY KABUL PRIORITY 0069RUEHLO/AMEMBASSY LONDON PRIORITY 0209RUEHNE/AMEMBASSY NEW DELHI PRIORITY 0192RUEHOT/AMEMBASSY OTTAWA PRIORITY 0336RUEHUL/AMEMBASSY SEOUL PRIORITY 0309RUEHKO/AMEMBASSY TOKYO PRIORITY 0725RUEKJCS/OSD WASHINGTON DC PRIORITYRUEAIIA/CIA WASHINGTON DC PRIORITYRHHMUNA/CDR USPACOM HONOLULU HI PRIORITYRHEFDIA/DIA WASHINGTON DC PRIORITY,"S E C R E T WELLINGTON 000356 NOFORN SIPDIS STATE FOR EAP/ANP AND INR/FO E.O. 12958: DECL: 10/23/2018 TAGS: PINR, PREL, NZ SUBJECT: A/S FORT'S OCTOBER 9-10 VISIT TO NEW ZEALAND Classified By: Pol/Econ Counselor Margaret B. McKean; Reason 1.4 (b), ( c), (d) 1. (C) Summary. During an October 9-10 visit to New Zealand, INR A/S Randall Fort met with members of the External Assessments Bureau (EAB), the Chief Executive of the Prime Minister and Cabinet's Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade Deputy Secretary Caroline Forsyth, and officials with New Zealand's Government Communications Security Bureau (GCSB). GNZ officials praised USG efforts to improve intelligence sharing, particularly with respect to imagery. GNZ interlocutors acknowledged that New Zealand gains enormous benefits from being part of the Five Eyes intelligence community. A/S Fort's message focused on the increasing sophistication of commercial search engines and the growing number of open source analyses available to policymakers. In the future, the intelligence community must find ways to differentiate their products and provide value added to policy makers, argued A/S Fort. He also discussed the issues surrounding cyberspace and national security. Key issues for GNZ officials centered on the recent Georgia/Russia conflict, Iran, Iraq, Pakistan/Afghanistan, North Korea and the Pacific region. End Summary. Security of Public Sector Computers is Key Concern --------------------------------------------- ----- 2. (C) INR Assistant Secretary Fort visited New Zealand on October 9-10, accompanied by other INR staff. Meetings with GNZ officials included calls on Gregory Baughen, head of New Zealand's External Assessments Bureau (EAB), working sessions with EAB officials, a meeting with Bruce Miller, Deputy Director of New Zealand's GCSB, and a call on [redacted], Deputy Director of New Zealand Security Intelligence Service (NZSIS). Discussions with EAB working level staff and analysts from other government offices focused on the recent Russia/Georgia conflict, North Korea and northeast Asia, China, Iran/Iraq, Afghanistan, and the Pacific region. 3. (S/NF) During his visit, Fort called on Chief Executive of the Department for Cabinet and Prime Minister's Office, Maarten Wevers, who manages a staff of 120, including Domestic and External Security groups, the PM's policy group, and Wevers also oversees New Zealand's intelligence committee. Wevers likened his Department to the National Security Council in terms of breadth of coverage and responsibilities. He noted that EAB's operations are highly compartmentalized and EAB reports are tightly held within Cabinet, with few Ministers seeing them. He explained that New Zealand's contribution to the Five Eyes intelligence community consists of two monitoring stations; one in the northern end of the south island, and the other on the north island near Wellington. Wevers offered that the GNZ recognizes that it is a ""enormous beneficiary"" of the Five Eyes community and lauded the good bilateral relations on intelligence sharing, including recent strides in imagery sharing. He added that New Zealand was ""well past the military issues"" of the past. A/S Fort hoped the additional access would prove useful to New Zealand; the amount of information and management of the information can be a challenge. Wevers commented that intelligence and assessments may mean something different to New Zealand than to other Five Eyes partners. Often there are significant differences with Australia, he added, as New Zealand is a more Pacific country than Australia and the latter is not always attuned to Pacific developments. 4. (C) A/S Fort spoke about the challenges for intelligence analysts posed by the rapid growth of commercially available analytic services outside government and the sophistication of search engines such as Google and Yahoo. The information needed by policymakers is increasingly available outside government, and the size of outside companies or groups is not a factor. Smaller can be very nimble; the quality of the analysis is key and the intelligence community must increasingly look to match outside services and provide additional value added to remain relevant, affirmed the A/S. 5. (C) Fort turned to issues involving cyberspace and the Comprehensive National Cybersecurity Initiative (CNCI), which will begin with the Five Eyes and then move to NATO countries. Security is part of the issue, but the A/S also stressed the relevance to finance and defense. Even small countries can benefit with a relatively small contribution towards equipment and personnel. Regarding deterrence, he mentioned that there are analogues to nuclear deterrence but the international community is only beginning to think about cyber threats in similar fashion. Wevers noted that the GNZ is seized with the issue of cybersecurity, and f is working with the PM's Department to protect the public sector computer system and analyze the range of risks. 6. (C) In discussing the Pacific and Chinese activities in the region, Wevers said that China has recognized that their competition with Taiwan is not helpful, but their foreign affairs officials are not always aware of what others in the Chinese government are doing in the region. Venezuela and Cuba are now coming into the Pacific, and Wevers likened their interest to that of the Russians in the past. A/S Fort mentioned that the backtracking of democracy in the broader Pacific region (Fiji, Thailand, Philippines, Malaysia) was a Washington concern. The region is more fragile today than 10 years ago, he opined, and urged a coordinated approach by the stronger and healthier democracies. Wevers offered that APEC remains an important regional mechanism and the East Asia Summit, which includes India, is another good venue for raising issues. Wevers added that China is only now realizing the very significant law and order problem within China, as people are making money illicitly without any sense of the rule of law. The metamphetamine problem in the region can be traced to China, continued Wevers, and the precursor chemicals are coming into New Zealand and other countries in large containers that are difficult to stop. Meeting with MFAT Deputy Secretary Caroline Forsyth --------------------------------------------- ------ 7. (S/NF) DepSec Forsyth welcomed A/S Fort's visit, stating that the GNZ values its contacts with the Washington intelligence community. The twice-weekly CIA-Commonwealth briefings are very useful, but the Five Eyes provides greater depth. She added that intelligence reports go to the PM's office, who ""absorbs"" the paper. A/S Fort explained that the State INR Bureau is relatively small, and therefore focuses on core issues. Currently, Washington policymakers are focused on the longer term implications of the recent Russia/Georgia conflict and what is holds for Russia's future and adherence to international norms. With North Korea, the Six Party Talks are the central issue, but also Kim Jong Il's health and possible successor. Afghanistan's trend lines are worrisome, he added, particularly due to the link with the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) in Pakistan. Pakistan's transition to civilian leadership is being watched closely in Washington, noted the A/S. He and Forsyth discussed Iranian nuclear pretensions and possible Israeli reaction. A/S Fort offered that Israel is likely to strike if the government of Israel believes Iran has met their red lines; an Israeli strike against Iran would be more complex than those launched against Iraq and Syria, he said. A/S Fort added that the US-India nuclear deal was an historic diplomatic achievement for the Secretary. Responding to Forsyth's question, Fort downplayed Venezuela as a threat to USG interests and characterized Chavez as more of an annoyance with limited political influence within the region. 8. (S) Forsyth praised the US-New Zealand bilateral relationship, noting that the highlight of the year had been the Secretary's visit to New Zealand and onward travel to Samoa, which had provided a window into the challenges facing the Pacific, particularly to the micro-states of the region. New Zealand views the situation in Fiji as ""acute,"" and appreciates USG support for the Pacific Island Forum (PIF) position on Fiji. A/S Fort commented that GNZ sigint had been critical to USG understanding of the 2006 coup. Forsyth offered that New Zealand sees an arc of instability in Melanesia, as there is a great deal of money but little to no capacity to use it wisely. The Solomon Islands are under control at the moment but there are still significant problems in terms of governance and corruption. The GNZ is weighing the necessary structural changes needed to make a long-lasting improvement in the SI society so that RAMSI security forces might depart. Vanuatu is coping for the moment, she added, and New Zealand is putting significant assistance towards agricultural projects there. 9. (S/NF) Moving to North Korea, Forsyth asked if the stalled progress on the Six Party Talks was linked to a DPRK assessment that the U.S. election aftermath might offer a better deal. A/S Fort replied in the negative, noting that foreign policy continuity is the norm. Oscillation is part of the DPRK strategy, he added, and the current situation is complicated by Kim Jong Il's health issues and the succession process. Kim Jong Il played off the former Soviet Union and China to his benefit and may be trying to use the U.S. in the same way as the Soviets. China's role has been constructive, continued Fort, largely because Beijing does not want to see a nuclear Korean peninsula and the ramifications of a northeast Asian arms race. The A/S mentioned that North Korea faces a food crisis despite World Food Program assistance. Forsyth said that the New Zealand high commissioner in Seoul would be going soon to North Korea for a periodic visit. 10. (S/NF) The MFAT Deputy Secretary asked for A/S Fort's assessment of Afghanistan and Pakistan. New Zealand has troops stationed in Bamiyan province and the GNZ is concerned over the malevolent influence from the tribal areas of Pakistan, particularly since the international community has been trying to transform Afghanistan into a state since 2001. Fort responded that Afghanistan will be an enduring challenge for generations requiring cultural changes. The U.S. is determined to be more aggressive in addressing Taliban cross-border operations, and is weighing the political costs with Pakistan. Forsyth and Fort discussed prospects for the Indian government to improve its relations with Islamabad to ease pressure on the Pakistan army to fight insurgents in the FATA. Comment ------- 11. (C) GNZ interlocutors were pleased to have the opportunity to discuss a range of global issues of bilateral concern. All meetings focused on GNZ support for the intelligence sharing partnership and, in particular, the singular role of Prime Minister Clark in ensuring good cooperation. As of this writing, the New Zealand HC based in Seoul has already returned from her trip to the DPRK; we will try to get a readout from MFAT. End Comment. 12. (U) A/S Fort has cleared this message. MCKEAN",24/10/2008



142937,2/25/2008 21:29,08WELLINGTON66,Embassy Wellington,CONFIDENTIAL//NOFORN,,VZCZCXYZ0000PP RUEHWEBDE RUEHWL #0066/01 0562129ZNY CCCCC ZZHP 252129Z FEB 08FM AMEMBASSY WELLINGTONTO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 5093RUEKJCS/OSD WASHINGTON DC PRIORITYINFO RUEHBY/AMEMBASSY CANBERRA PRIORITY 5116RUEHLO/AMEMBASSY LONDON PRIORITY 0192RUEHOT/AMEMBASSY OTTAWA PRIORITY 0321RUEHBN/AMCONSUL MELBOURNE PRIORITY 0123RUEHDN/AMCONSUL SYDNEY PRIORITY 0650RHEHAAA/NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL WASHDC PRIORITYRHHMUNA/CDR USPACOM HONOLULU HI PRIORITY,"C O N F I D E N T I A L WELLINGTON 000066 SIPDIS NOFORN SIPDIS PACOM PASS FPA E.O. 12958: DECL: 02/26/2023 TAGS: MARR, MOPS, PREL, US, NZ SUBJECT: NEW ZEALAND ACCEPTS U.S. PROPOSAL ON DEFENSE ENGAGEMENT Classified By: Embassy Wellington Ambassador William McCormick, reasons 1.4 (a), (b) and (d( 1. (C/N) SUMMARY. DCM contacted MFAT to express once again our concern at New Zealand's continuing delay in formally accepted the proposed U.S. streamlining of our mil-mil relationship. On February 21, MFAT responded with a non-paper formally welcoming the U.S. proposal, and promising that NZ Ambassador Ferguson would call on DASD James Clad shortly to provide additional detail. The New Zealand response emphasized that it is committed to avoiding publicity and it remains concerned that the high ""ops tempo"" of its military may make it difficult for them to expand their activities. Clearly NZ domestic political sensitivities could make it increasingly difficult to consider any high-profile bilateral activities; this limitation could actually help give both sides the space to build patterns of operational cooperation out of public and political view. END SUMMARY U.S. Discomfort at NZ Delay --------------------------- 2. (C/N) On February 20, I spoke to Deputy Secretary John MacArthur of New Zealand's Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MFAT) about the importance the U.S. side attaches to receiving GNZ acceptance of the change in our mil-mil relationship we first proposed in October, 2007. It has become clear that the problem is no longer, to the extent it ever was, getting a paper through the PM's in-box. John MacArthur referred repeatedly to the need to complete ""the process"" of developing New Zealand's response. I noted with John and later with Carl Worker, MFAT Americas Division Director, that U.S. internal discussions in preparation for the AUSMIN had raised to senior levels awareness of New Zealand's continued non-response. I suggested that this risked tarnishing what should be a real positive for the relationship. They both acknowledged this point with some discomfort. Clearly they would have liked to see things move more quickly. I made it clear that now is the time to provide an answer and dispel any concerns a t senior levels of the USG. They promised to do what they could to provide a response before the AUSMIN. 3. (C/N) DCM was called back to MFAT Thursday afternoon, February 21, to meet with John MacArthur and Carl Worker and receive the following response to the paper DASD James Clad presented to the New Zealand Embassy on October 25, 2007. DCM was told that this response had been cleared with MFAT CEO Simon Murdoch, who is currently in Canberra, and therefore represents an official response. o Ambassador Roy Ferguson has been back in Wellington for consultations during the last week and will be conveying New Zealand's response to the US advice of the outcome of its ""internal review of defense and security policy with New Zealand"" on return to Washington next week. In response to the US request for guidance ahead of the AUSMIN meeting this weekend, we are pleased to convey the key points of the response that the Ambassador will outline in Washington in more detail. o In the context of the major improvement that has taken place in the bilateral relationship through the joint efforts of both sides, and as a further contribution to that effort, New Zealand welcomes that such a review was undertaken and that the outcome has been a positive US decision to introduce additional flexibilities into the operation of its waiver system applying to defence cooperation with New Zealand with a view to encouraging and facilitating scope for new cooperation initiatives in a range of multilateral areas to mutual benefit. o We understand that this has been undertaken and remains within the existing overall framework set by relevant US policy guidelines. o New Zealand's welcome of the new flexibilities and potential opportunities also is framed within the current realities of the very high operating tempo of our defence forces and the contingencies within our immediate region for which we need to remain prepared. o We share the US assessment that there is no requirement for the advice of the outcome of the US review to enter the public domain. Our own broad public comment has been confined to recent speeches by the Minister of Trade and Defence (Speech to Christchurch/Seattle Sister City Association, Seattle, 7 November 2007) and the Secretary of Defence (Speech to 4th Annual Armistice Day Symposium, Auckland, 9 November 2007). (NOTE: DCM has forwarded to EAP/OSD and OSD/ISA Powers relevant excerpts of both speeches. END NOTE.) o In the event that public comment at any stage nevertheless were required, we have taken note of the US defensive talking points and would expect to consult closely at that time on the shape of any public comment. 21 February 2008 4. (C/N) As John MacArthur summarized this paper, it comes down to three points. -- New Zealand agrees to and welcomes the U.S. proposal and is eager to work within it. -- New Zealand is eager to avoid any publicity about this new approach, will only say anything under ""extreme duress,"" and will coordinate closely with the U.S. side before saying anything. -- New Zealand is very conscious that its forces are stretched thin and does not want to mislead the U.S. about its ability to undertake new missions. 5. (C/N) DCM thanked MacArthur and Worker for their efforts to secure this response. He noted that the extended delay in receiving a response could only make those on the U.S. side wonder what lay behind the delay. Each of them said privately in the course of the day how frustrated they had been by the delays in securing consensus for this response. It was clear that even saying that much was sufficiently sensitive that neither wanted to say it in front of the other. 6. (C/N) DCM assured both MFAT officials that we completely shared their interest in avoiding publicity. On the issue of ops tempo, He suggested that one outcome of this new approach would be cooperation in training and exercises that would actually assist NZDF in improving its capabilities with less expenditure of time and resources. Without anticipating too much the specific outcomes of this new approach, we all agreed that the NZ Navy might benefit from USN experience in bringing its new multi-role vessel the Canterbury up to full capability. The Political Atmosphere ------------------------ 7. (C/N) In a side conversation, John MacArthur noted that those working on this response were particularly conscious that both sides are moving into a political year, and it would be best to focus on improving cooperation in areas which remained below the level of political visibility. DCM agreed, observing that we had found Simon Murdoch's summary to A/S Hill at the Partnership Forum in September to be very thoughtful and persuasive. 8. (C/N) It remains clear though unstated that negotiating this response to our proposal was not as easy as we had thought it might be. Clearly there were those who were hesitant, either for political or operational reasons, and needed to be brought along. With that in mind, it will be important that we find ways to demonstrate that this new arrangement is working, because that will help those within the New Zealand government who want to improve relations with us and who want to cooperate operationally with us to the benefit of both sides. MCCORMICK",25/02/2008



27465,2/22/2005 20:30,05WELLINGTON157,Embassy Wellington,SECRET//NOFORN,05WELLINGTON56,This record is a partial extract of the original cable. The full text of the original cable is not available.,"S E C R E T SECTION 01 OF 04 WELLINGTON 000157 SIPDIS NOFORN FOR EAP/FO SCHRIVER; EAP/ANP KRAWITZ, ALLEGRA AND RAMSEY E.O. 12958: DECL: 02/22/2015 TAGS: PREL, PGOV, NZ SUBJECT: REQUEST FROM AMBASSADOR SWINDELLS FOR INTERAGENCY REVIEW REF: WELLINGTON 56 (NODIS) Classified By: AMBASSADOR CHARLES J.  SWINDELLS, FOR REASONS 1.4 (B) AND (D). 1. (S/NOFORN) After the horrific earthquake and tsunami in our region, there are far weightier U.S. foreign policy issues to manage in Asia than our relationship with New Zealand. But I am writing to request that U.S. Government agencies nevertheless conduct a quick review of our policies here, specifically with regards to New Zealand's anti-nuclear legislation. Conducting a review at this time could pay off, as I believe that this country's upcoming elections and its desire for a Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with the United States make 2005 the best opportunity we have had in twenty years to convince New Zealand to reconsider its ban on nuclear-propelled vessels. At the very least, a review would develop a clear, comprehensive, and consistent message to set the stage for the next four years of the Administration as well as the new Government of New Zealand. --------------------------------------------- ------------- A review should examine what we want from the relationship --------------------------------------------- ------------- 2. (S/NOFORN) The nuclear ban has since its inception colored and limited our relationship with New Zealand. Over time, the United States has lifted some of its limits on bilateral military and intelligence cooperation we imposed after the ban was implemented in 1984. Our sense is that we have gone as far as we can go on our own. A review should determine, first and foremost, whether we should accept this status quo, and if so, whether we should broaden the relationship in other ways or make it clear to New Zealand that no deepening of ties are possible if the ban remains in place. And we must decide how best to convey our message. 3. (S/NOFORN) As of now, New Zealand officials effectively determine the issues for discussion in our bilateral relationship. An example is their aggressive ""forum shopping"" among USG agencies and Congress to press for a US-New Zealand FTA. At the same time, these officials argue that the nuclear issue is too sensitive even to discuss; that as the world's only superpower we should just get over it and stop ""bullying"" this small country. The past is the past, they say. The problem is, this is not about the past. Were other countries to adopt policies similar to New Zealand's and forbid our nuclear-powered ships to enter their ports, our efforts to create a more mobile military would be seriously impaired in Asia and beyond. 4. (S/NOFORN) Other red herring arguments that New Zealand officials use to keep the nuclear issue off the table can be similarly rebutted. For example, when I recently raised the ban with Foreign Minister Goff, he argued that the New Zealand government is unable to revisit its nuclear policy because the public ""will know we are only doing it because you asked us to."" This message makes painfully clear that the government does not consider a U.S. request in itself a reason for taking action, a stance that both springs from and feeds into deepening anti-Americanism here. 5. (S/NOFORN) A Foreign Ministry staffer later clarified that Mr. Goff really meant that the public would oppose any ""bullying"" from the United States on this issue. Those of us familiar with New Zealand know that in this context ""to bully"" means ""to publicly call for."" But if the government has already said publicly and privately it will not conduct any review of the ban, what alternative remains for us if not an overt call for them to reconsider? --------------------------------------------- --------------- A review should examine the cost to us and others of New Zealand's Nuclear Ban and its declining willingness/ability to work with us --------------------------------------------- --------------- 6. (S/NOFORN) Other countries in the region, notably Japan and Australia, have invested considerable political capital in their alliance with the United States and do not bar our nuclear-powered vessels despite formal anti-nuclear policies and significant domestic opposition. We should not reward our Kiwi friends at the cost of undercutting these important allies. They and others in the region -- even tiny Fiji -- also contribute far more to support our military capabilities around the world than does New Zealand. 7. (S/NOFORN) New Zealand's nuclear ban is concurrent with a 20-year failure to invest adequately in its military infrastructure. In just the latest example, both of the New Zealand Air Force C-130 aircraft that the government generously sent to help carry aid and personnel to tsunami victims broke down and were forced to undergo repairs before resuming operations. While New Zealand officials point proudly to the large numbers of peacekeeping and other operations in which their military participate, in most cases these deployments consist of one or two liaison officers. New Zealand benefits from our deterrence as much as do others in the region, yet has been unwilling to be anything approaching a true partner in the effort. 8. (S/NOFORN) In fact, the policies that have caused New Zealand to avoid pulling its weight internationally reflect ideological drift and lack of vision. The government articulates no clear definition of non-economic foreign policy interests other than a stated commitment to international organizations and peacekeeping, especially in the region. Even on these stated interests, New Zealand's practical contributions often fall short of the mark. --------------------------------------------- ---------------- A review should examine whether and how to raise our desire for a review of the nuclear ban --------------------------------------------- ---------------- 9. (S/NOFORN) I simply do not consider credible New Zealand officials' insistence that the public will not tolerate any discussion of a repeal of the ban. It is true that if you asked them today, a majority of New Zealanders probably would oppose a reversal of the nuclear policy. But I have found many senior citizens and younger Kiwis are actually open to the idea. To the extent others are not, it is largely because the Government has for its own ideological and political reasons been unwilling to discuss the issue honestly. 10. (S/NOFORN) After U.S. aircraft carriers were called into assistance after the recent tsunami, readers' letters to a major local newspaper highlighted the fact that because of the country's nuclear ban similar U.S. assistance would not be possible here in the wake of a natural disaster. These readers called for the ban to be lifted. 11. (S/NOFORN) In fact, there has been some preliminary debate about the ban here. Two previous reviews -- one commissioned by the National Party-led Government in 1992 and one by the National Party in early 1994 -- found there was no scientific basis on which to bar nuclear-powered vessels from New Zealand. As Dr. Andrew McEwan, the country's foremost nuclear scientist has pointed out in a recent book, New Zealand's ""nuclear free"" status is something of a fiction, given that there are about 2500 importations of nuclear reactor-produced material into New Zealand each year for x-rays, radiation treatments, and other purposes. (This does not include imports of things such as smoke detectors and certain watches that also contain radioactive materials.) 12. (S/NOFORN) Although the National Party has been the only party to examine seriously the possibility of ending the country's nuclear ban, in my view Labour is best placed to reverse the legislation. When in power in the '90s, National failed to take any action on the ban, preferring not to spend political capital to do so. As an opposition party, they can do even less. At this time, polls continue to show Labour as the likely victor in the general election that will probably be held this September. But the real reason we should urge the Labour government to reexamine the ban is that, as the original authors of the law, it is their party that would be most likely to win a public mandate to change it. Many of the original players who created the ban in all its inflexible glory are in power today, including Prime Minister Clark. 13. (S/NOFORN) The Prime Minister has shown that she can push through highly sensitive pieces of legislation. During my time in New Zealand, she has carried the day on laws as controversial as nationalization of the foreshore and seabed and a Civil Union Bill. She has called for a review of the country's constitution that could profoundly alter New Zealand's relationship to the UK. All these issues created heated debates and dominated the front pages, yet the government prevailed throughout. In short, where this Prime Minister has the will, she finds the way. In the case of the nuclear ban, she does not have the will because she does not think she needs to reopen this issue. I have begun to include in my speeches a request that New Zealand reconsider its policy, and I will continue to do so. But only a move by the government in this direction is likely to gain traction with the public. 14. (S/NOFORN) This election year may be the best time to convince New Zealand officials it is in their interest to reconsider the ban. Significantly, the Prime Minister and her team have not hesitated to raise the nuclear issue themselves, when stating publicly in implicit election promises to local businesses that an FTA with the United States is inevitable and that New Zealand's bans on nuclear arms and propulsion simply don't matter to us anymore. Indeed, PM Clark made this link at a recent speech to the pro-FTA U.S.-New Zealand Business Council. In this election year, the Prime Minister and her cabinet doubtless also see a U.S.-New Zealand FTA as a valuable means to counter criticism from both the right and left that the government is negotiating FTAs primarily with developing countries (such as Thailand) and those who abuse human rights (notably China). --------------------------------------------- ------ A review would enable us to consider what New Zealand does contribute, and how long even these small efforts can be sustained: --------------------------------------------- ------ 15. (S/NOFORN) As noted, I have stressed both in public and in private to New Zealanders that the nuclear ban does still matter to us. But frankly, messages from Washington to New Zealand officials are not always consistent with this long-term view. Policymakers have been understandably focused on soliciting New Zealand's cooperation in the war on terrorism, Iraq, World Trade Organization (WTO) talks, and other issues. While these are all obviously of the greatest importance, our failure to at the same time honestly tell New Zealand that the nuclear ban remains important to us has enabled New Zealand officials to claim that the issue is irrelevant in light of their other contributions. Meanwhile, they continue to lobby heavily for an FTA, including through the New Zealand Caucus that will be launched in the U.S. House of Representatives next month. 16. (S/NOFORN) In their approaches to the Embassy, to Administration officials, and the Congress, New Zealand Government officials stress that because of their country's efforts in areas of interest to us, New Zealand should be considered for a trade agreement. We are likely to soon hear that New Zealand is to extend its contribution to Operation Enduring Freedom, for example. We are of course grateful for all of New Zealand's contributions. But in my view New Zealand has benefited already from its actions. For example, New Zealand's own interest in WTO talks is obvious, given the country's dependence on exports and its low domestic trade barriers. Sending combat engineers to Iraq has enabled the giant New Zealand dairy exporter, Fonterra, to bid on lucrative Iraq-related contracts. New Zealand and U.S. troops in Afghanistan can participate in joint training and exercises that we have not otherwise allowed since New Zealand pulled out of ANZUS. 17. (S/NOFORN) I don't mean to imply that New Zealand has participated in these efforts solely for its own gain. But I believe that pushing them harder on the nuclear issue would have little impact on New Zealand's already limited willingness to engage with us around the globe. The cost to us if New Zealand were to pull out from these efforts would be another thing an interagency review would need to consider. --------------------------------------------- --------------- A review should examine what we could offer in return for a credible review/lifting of New Zealand's nuclear ban: --------------------------------------------- --------------- 18. (S/NOFORN) U.S. officials have strenuously avoided linking New Zealand's proposal for an FTA with our desire that the nuclear ban be ended. And indeed, the two are linked only in the sense that if our countries are truly friends, New Zealand should not expect it can press hard for an FTA and prevent us from even mentioning the nuclear ban. But in practical terms I have observed that our preferences for FTA partners are often made along a continuum of countries' economic and trade potential and our overall foreign policy interests. Certainly, if there were significant economic benefits I would strongly support a U.S.-New Zealand FTA, and have told this to the government here. An interagency review might consider whether it would make sense to conduct a feasibility study for an FTA if New Zealand removes its nuclear ban. 19. (S/NOFORN) We could also have a review to determine what changes in language in the New Zealand legislation would be enough to satisfy our concerns, as well as what possible changes in our ""neither confirm nor deny"" policy we might be willing to consider were the ban lifted. The interagency group might also consider allowing a non-nuclear naval ship visit to New Zealand, for example to support our operations in Antarctica, if the government announces a formal review of its nuclear policy. The Prime Minister has long encouraged such a visit, but we have rightfully resisted the invitation in light of the ban. 20. (S/NOFORN) We must be realistic. Even if New Zealand lifted its nuclear ban, it will not return any time soon to being the ally it once was. For example, political officials here fear a loss of popular support if New Zealand returned to ANZUS, and those at the senior levels worry about the budgetary and personnel requirements needed to rejoin the alliance. But New Zealand's agreement to take a second look at its nuclear ban would at least open the door to exploring where both sides want the relationship to go. ----------- Conclusion: ----------- 21. (S/NOFORN) These are just some of my ideas of what an interagency review might accomplish, and what we should be aiming to do here in New Zealand. I would very much like to come to Washington and discuss this idea further, ideally before the upcoming interagency review of the Administration's FTA negotiating agenda for the next four years. Please let me know if my staff and I can provide any more information to you in the meantime. 22. (S/NOFORN) New Zealand may be small, but with a little bit of time and teamwork, I think we can steer the bilateral relationship in a direction that is more positive to U.S interests. Now is the time to try. Swindells",22/02/2005



53375,2/17/2006 5:15,06WELLINGTON128,Embassy Wellington,CONFIDENTIAL//NOFORN,05WELLINGTON702,VZCZCXYZ0000PP RUEHWEBDE RUEHWL #0128/01 0480515ZNY CCCCC ZZHP 170515Z FEB 06FM AMEMBASSY WELLINGTONTO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 2399INFO RUEHBY/AMEMBASSY CANBERRA PRIORITY 4299RUEKJCS/SECDEF WASHINGTON DC PRIORITYRHHMUNA/CDR USPACOM HONOLULU HI PRIORITYRHHJJAA/JICPAC HONOLULU HI PRIORITYRHEHAAA/NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL WASHDC PRIORITY,"C O N F I D E N T I A L WELLINGTON 000128 SIPDIS NOFORN SIPDIS STATE FOR D (FRITZ), EAP/FO, AND EAP/ANP NSC FOR VICTOR CHA SECDEF FOR OSD/ISA LIZ PHU PACOM FOR JO1E/J2/J233/J5/SJFHQ E.O. 12958: DECL: 02/17/2016 TAGS: PREL, PGOV, NZ SUBJECT: NATIONAL CONTEMPLATES CHANGE ON NUCLEAR BAN STANCE REF: 05 WELLINGTON 702 Classified By: Acting DCM Katherine B. Hadda, for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d) 1. (C) Summary: The opposition National Party is considering changing its policy regarding New Zealand's anti-nuclear ban, hoping to thereby remove one of Labour's strongest weapons against National. Senior Party officials have explained to us behind the scenes that the modification would only clarify existing policy by removing any reference to a possible referendum on whether to repeal the legislation. While at first glance the potential change seems significant, it reality it was always unlikely National could meet the current policy's pre-condition of public support for a vote. It was even less likely the result would be a majority vote in favor of removing what many see as an iconic piece of legislation. End Summary. 2. (SBU) At a recent National Party caucus retreat held prior to the start of the parliamentary year, two issues dominated the agenda: a possible challenge to the current leadership and a proposed change to the party's anti-nuclear policy. Although the eye of the media was fixed upon the leadership issue, a more critical issue largely flew beneath the radar: During the caucus retreat, National's Foreign Affairs spokesman Murray McCully moved that the party drop its current nuclear ban policy, which states that a National Government would only support a change to the anti-nuclear legislation if it had a clear public mandate by means of a referendum. 3. (C) McCully has, at this stage, only sought caucus approval for a discussion on the nuclear ban issue at a later date. However, he has told DCM and others that he wants National's policy to grant unconditional support to the status quo, i.e. to say the party supports maintaining the anti-nuclear legislation. Despite party leader Don Brash refusing to publicly state where he stands on the proposal, Post believes that he supports removing the possible referendum from the party's policy. Why the potential change? ------------------------- 4. (SBU) National rightly believes that the referendum provision has been deliberately misrepresented by Labour to create confusion and doubt in the public's mind. The strategy of constantly attacking National over the issue was largely successful for Labour during the last general election, as it repeatedly put Brash on the defensive when he tried to explain his party's policy. Although Brash insisted National had ""no intention of removing the ban,"" confusion remained as to why the party was mooting the possibility of a referendum if they did not intend to change the law. Brash's difficulty in mounting a convincing argument was also compounded by Labour's repeated (and deliberately misleading) claims that Brash told a visiting CODEL that the nuclear ban would be ""gone by lunchtime"" if National were returned to power under his premiership. 5. (C) The resulting confusion over the referendum pledge has led much of the public to forget that National's policy actually supports maintaining the existing nuclear legislation absent a referendum called as a result of public demands. Confusion mounted when National also said that it would consider it had a mandate to change the legislation if elected on a platform to do so. After Labour made hay from that policy as well, National hastily added it had no intention of including a proposed nuclear ban change in its platform any time soon. Pragmatic rationale -------------------- 6. (C) The proposal to re-calibrate National's nuclear position is part of a broad review of the National's election campaign. McCully confided to visiting EAP/ANP Director Howard Krawitz that the party's polling shows the nuclear issue definitely cost it votes. 7. (C) McCully says the policy change is not a done deal, and apparently the party has not laid down a timetable for addressing the issue. But any change to National's nuclear policy would probably have to come sooner rather than later. Some senior National MPs fear that if this and other policies are changed closer to the election year (now scheduled for 2008) it will look like public pandering rather than strategic thinking. McCully has also conceded that a protracted delay could create further confusion in the public's mind. National committed to remain pro-US despite policy shift. --------------------------------------------- ------------- 8. (C) McCully has hastened to reassure us that change to National's nuclear policy will not dilute National's commitment towards improving the bilateral relationship. He has argued that despite the move to unreservedly uphold the nuclear legislation it is possible to ""still have a positive view about the United States."" McCully told EAP/ANP Director Krawitz that his party wants to focus attention on ways New Zealand can advance its relations with the United States in a nonpartisan way. He said if National and Labour both agree that the ban should remain in place, National can better focus attention on Labour's gratuitous anti-American statements and overall failure to improve relations with the United States. McCully claimed that former National PM Jim Bolger was encouraging the change in policy, apparently arguing that the New Zealand public will only support removal of the ban if compelled by a crisis. (Comment: McCully did not articulate what this would be, but presumably a natural disaster requiring an air carrier to enter New Zealand's waters or a terrorist attack. End Comment.) Until then, the party gains nothing by pushing for a change. 9. (C) McCully also says that in the short term, National will criticize Labour's failure to improve bilateral relations and will also seek ways to build on US-NZ cooperation in a variety of areas. In the medium-term, it will try to move public opinion to be more supportive of the United States. Although the policy has not yet changed, McCully tried out National's new strategy in a radio debate last week with Defense Minister Goff, who called National's shift a ""flip flop"" and said the party can't be trusted. McCully responded that Labour was unwilling to improve its relations with the U.S. because many in Government are anti-American. Labour's response to the proposed change. --------------------------------------------- ------------- 10. (C) Predictably, Labour has tried to capitalize on National's plans. Before the National caucus had even discussed McCully's proposition, Defence Minister Phil Goff went to the media to turn the issue from being about whether National would keep New Zealand nuclear-free into the wider question of National's overall credibility. He asserted that given that National had made so many reversals on the issue of nuclear ship visits, the public would surely not believe the party had really changed its mind this time. Goff has since repeated this line of attack within the Parliamentary debating chamber. Comment: -------- 11. (C) While on the surface National's possible change in policy seems significant, in reality there is less there than meets the eye. Although the party has previously commissioned studies questioning the logic of the anti-nuclear legislation, and many of its MPs have privately told us they support removal of the ban, National's official policy always was to retain the law absent a voter referendum to repeal it. Given the strong and widespread support for the anti-nuclear legislation, such a referendum would almost surely fail. 12. (C) We know only one National MP -- the newcomer Chris Finlayson -- who thought a National Government should change the legislation right after winning an election, without a referendum. But he also thought the Government should then shelve the issue by not encouraging or allowing any ship visits for a number of years. Significantly, following the recent caucus even Finlayson seems resigned to the impossibility of changing the legislation any time soon. 13. (C) As we reported during the election campaign (reftel), a National Government would be unable to change the nuclear legislation over the shorter term because of strong public opinion in favor of the ban and because of the party's own reduced credibility on the issue after repeated Labour attacks. But we also continue to believe a National Government would be better able to rebuild much of the trust that has eroded US-NZ relations over the past years. For our part, Post will continue to tell National and others that we welcome the chance to build stronger bilateral relations, even if the extent of the improvement will remain constrained by the significant ""unfinished business"" that still remains between us. End Comment. McCormick",17/02/2006



62574,5/03/2006 4:53 AM,06WELLINGTON341,Embassy Wellington,UNCLASSIFIED,,This record is a partial extract of the original cable. The full text of the original cable is not available.,"UNCLAS WELLINGTON 000341 SIPDIS STATE FOR EAP/PD-AGRIMES, EAP/ANP-DRICCI, EAP/P-KBAILES, ECA/PE/V/R/F-TBlatt, JHathaway E.O. 12985: N/A TAGS: OTRA, KIRC, OIIP, MNUC, KPAO, KMDR, OPRC, NZ SUBJECT: NEW ZEALAND IVs EMERGE AS MEDIA LEADERS 1. BEGIN SUMMARY: While some New Zealand participants in the IV program remain in their same influential roles, others have had diverse experiences, including being offered employment by Al Jazeera, becoming the host of a radio show, and being promoted to management. Until recently we were able to send two journalists per year on IV programs, but recent cutbacks are making this increasing difficult. We hope that any negative impact will be offset by the establishment of programs like the Edward R. Murrow program. From our experience there are few programs that make as much impact on present and future decision-makers as the first-hand understanding gained through participation in the International Visitor Program. END SUMMARY. 2. PARTICIPANT UPDATES (Participation date in parentheses): CLIFF JOINER (October 2002): Cliff Joiner was recently offered a job working for Al Jazeera International but turned it down because of concerns about his daughter's schooling. Since Cliff's participation as an IV he left TVNZ to work for rival network, TV3. Cliff now works in Christchurch, where he often acts as bureau chief with responsibility for the network's entire South Island coverage. (Note that we are about to launch a Virtual Presence Post for the South Island to increase our impact there.) Both television news networks regard Cliff as a possible future political editor. KATHRYN RYAN (July-Aug 2004): Next week Kathryn will cease to be Radio New Zealand's political editor because her talents have been recognized and rewarded with her own daily three-hour program, Nine-to-Noon. Nine-to-Noon has a nationwide audience and rates second only to the network's flagship breakfast program, Morning Report. GUYON ESPINER (August-Sept 2001): When Guyon went on an IV program, he was the political editor of the weekly newspaper, The Sunday Star Times. Soon after returning to New Zealand Guyon switched media. Guyon left The Sunday Star Times and joined TVNZ as their deputy political editor. He has since been promoted to become the political editor of the nation's most-watched television network. AUDREY YOUNG (May 2004): Audrey continues to be the Political Editor of New Zealand's largest daily newspaper, The New Zealand Herald. NICK VENTER (October 2002): When he participated in his IV program, Nick was the Dominion Post's political editor; he has since been promoted to management by becoming the newspaper's Assistant Editor. He is also responsible for writing most of the leader content (editorials) for the newspaper. Nick's latest editorial was on the bilateral relationship and was entitled, ""Let's Make Up and Be Friends."" GARTH BRAY (October 2004): Since his return to New Zealand, Garth has worked on TVNZ's flagship current affairs program, Sunday, and has been the fill-in/back-up presenter and interviewer for Agenda, TVNZ's weekly half-hour program on diplomatic and political happenings. In June Garth will become TVNZ's Australian Bureau Chief, a role reserved for the network's rising stars. In his new job Garth will continue to investigate New Zealand's role in regional security and the relationships between the three former ANZUS allies. ALI IKRAM (June 2005): Ali is now regarded as so integral to TVNZ's coverage that the network has made him a prominent face in advertising for the network. TVNZ also asked him to move from Wellington to their head office in New Zealand's most multi-cultural city, Auckland. He is widely regarded as the New Zealand journalist with the best contacts in the Islamic community; and while he continues to cover a wide variety of issues, he has increasing responsibility for the channel's intercultural and religious coverage. JUSTINE SHORT (June-July 2002): Justine continues to be Chief of Staff at TV3 the country's second-largest television network. The network's ratings are sky-rocketing, and viewer numbers in the influential Auckland market have overtaken their more established competitor, TVNZ. 3. Open-mindedness, field of influence, and the multiplier effect of potential candidates are prime considerations during our selection process, and investment in Embassy contacts outside the media have also yielded positive, sustained results. For example, NZ Labour Member of Parliament and former IV, WINNIE LABAN (November-December 2002) recently requested an Embassy meeting for her entire staff. Ms. Laban wanted to challenge her staff's perceptions of America and American foreign policy. 5. We repeat that we regard IV programs as exceptionally influential and maintain that the impact of such programs should not be underestimated. We underscore our appreciation and gratitude to the team in the EAP International Visitor Bureau. Thanks and regards, McCormick",3/05/2006



40332,9/11/2005 7:56 PM,05WELLINGTON696,Embassy Wellington,CONFIDENTIAL//NOFORN,05WELLINGTON695,This record is a partial extract of the original cable. The full text of the original cable is not available.,"C O N F I D E N T I A L SECTION 01 OF 03 WELLINGTON 000696 SIPDIS NOFORN STATE FOR D (FRITZ), EAP/ANP, EAP/RSP, EAP/EP, INR/EAP NSC FOR VICTOR CHA AND MICHAEL GREEN SECDEF FOR OSD/ISA LIZ PHU PACOM FOR J2/J233/J5/SJFHQ E.O. 12958: DECL: 09/09/2015 TAGS: PGOV, PREL, NZ SUBJECT: NZ'S ""PRESIDENTIAL RACE:"" FOCUS ON PM CLARK AND DON BRASH REF: WELLINGTON 695 Classified By: Charge D'Affaires David R. Burnett, for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d) 1. (C) Summary: As reftel notes, in this undecided campaign, the personality of the major parties' leaders may really influence voters' decisions. The following are two brief snapshots of what's on offer. End Summary. -------------------------- Prime Minister Helen Clark -------------------------- 2. (C) Clark is the consummate career politician, who has been accused of acting with the sort of arrogance that can come with being the largely uncontested leader of the country for the last two terms. She often contrasts her depth of political experience with that of Brash, whom she tries to portray as a political neophyte. Indeed her capability to run the country's affairs is widely recognized, but this is not to say that her personality wins over the voters. Her length of political service is also both a liability and an asset: Kiwis begrudgingly respect her experience, yet at the same time are suspicious of her ability to shield herself from association with her Government's errors. 3. (C) Clark's grasp of policy detail is positively Herculean and has been put to good use at her weekly press conferences and now in the election debates. Her political instincts are widely recognized, despite some recent decisions clearly being on the wrong side of public opinion, notably the woefully received 2005 Budget which failed to provide much anticipated and desired tax relief to the middle class. Clark is faithful to the concept of centralized power within government. All policy is vetted by her office and is tightly controlled, as is the campaign. Very few are allowed into the inner circle. As Prime Minister she is a very controlling manager, bordering on obsessively so. 4. (C) Clark avoids obvious falsehoods and has by and large supervised a more open government and disciplined erring ministers. Yet she also habitually shies away from close-to-the-bone truth, as evidenced with two noted incidents. In the first, she signed a painting donated to charity as her own during the last election campaign, even though it later came to light it was the work of another. This campaign season, the country witnessed the trial of a number of police officers accused of rushing the PM's motorcade at dangerous speeds to catch a flight to a rugby match. In both instances, Clark was less than forthcoming with taking responsibility for her actions or that of those who ultimately fell under her command. She very quickly cut support from Labour MP John Tamihere when he was implicated in financial improprieties. One gets the feeling that she is not the sort of leader to have a Truman-esque the buck stops here, plaque on her desk. 5. (C) Clark is no shrinking violet. Even before hard-edged, grizzled union men put her through the fire in her early days in the Labour Party, she was a forthright and resolute student activist. Clark was at the forefront of a group of iron-willed feminist MPs who stormed the Labour party in the early eighties despite their male counterpart's skepticism. Many of these MPs remain in politics and sit at the right hand of Clark. 6. (C) Clark is goal orientated and usually meticulous in her planning. A demanding task-master, she exacts high standards and a work ethic from staff and colleagues. Despite the Labour Party having a history of turning on their young, Clark has a very loyal following and her inner circle has been notably cohesive since she became leader of the party (her Chief of Staff, and gatekeeper, Heather Simpson, has been at Clark's side since she was a backbencher. Simpson, often referred to as the second most powerful person is New Zealand, would walk across hot coals for Clark and is so close to her that she can often speak on the behalf of Clark, privately of course). 7. (C) Clark carefully weighs her arena, timing, message and the appropriate messenger. For the first, head-to-head debate with Brash, Clark nixed planned, dual radio-television coverage, favoring instead only the radio format. While Brash is no fashion plate, Clark is universally recognized as not ""camera friendly."" When the media pressed her for weeks on an election date, Clark obstinately responded in refrain that she would make the date known ""in due course."" When queried in Parliament, Clark routinely repeats limited, scripted points, and refuses to be pushed into further explanation or into ground that she does not control -- quite different from Brash's manner in which he appears compelled to explain. However, Clark is quick and sharp with criticism if she believes she has either evidence to back her up or sufficient cover that evidence is unnecessary, such as citing confidential meeting notes which Labour claims shows that SIPDIS Brash has a secret agenda to eliminate the anti-nuclear legislation. When she has neither evidence nor sufficient cover, Clark deploys Labour ministers to make the accusations and avoids potential, personal blow-back. Recent examples include Education Minister Mallard's unsubstantiated claims of U.S. financing of the National campaign and recent posters from Young Labour depicted President Bush alongside Brash, conveying that Brash would take New Zealand into Iraq. 8. (C) Although Clark is often viewed as cold and somewhat remote to the aspirations of families - she has no children - Clark and husband Peter Davies have a close bond. Furthermore, she is very close to her parents, sisters and their children and often holidays with them. Her physical appearance is often mocked as dowdy and drab, despite periodic efforts, especially at election time, to inject some glamour into her looks. Clark does not appear to take such mockery to heart and appears to succumb to such ""extreme makeovers"" only at the behest of her image gurus. But by and large, she gives the impression that she is very comfortable in her own skin and is more interested in substance over style. Still, Clark's exterior armor is not without its chinks, and her rare political missteps often flow from her personal than her political side. She has complained that National's billboards portray her as ""sleepy and grumpy."" Two weeks following a debate, Clark publicly lamented abuse suffered from National supporters among the studio audience. Recently, she entered a cockpit of an Air New Zealand flight to confront a pilot who -- incorrectly -- blamed her for the flight's delay. 9. (C) Perhaps a holdover from her upbringing in a very frugal household, Clark exhibits a Presbyterian streak in her determination to run balanced budgets. Arguably, Clark's greatest strength is in her intellect (recognized by Brash himself during a recent leader's debate). She has also demonstrated coolness under pressure and steely ability to withstand assaults that would have felled most mere mortals. Clark's greatest weakness is her reserve. Coupled with her mental agility and her passion for elite or solitary recreations (opera and cross-country skiing) and her childlessness, ordinary folk sense distance. Despite this, many who know her intimately maintain that the private Clark can be funny, warm and open, and we at the Embassy have found the same. These traits, however, often do not come across on television. ------------- Dr. Don Brash ------------- 10. (C) Brash portrays an awkward humanism that opens the door for the middle ground vote. In campaign footage, he always wears a tie -- a sometimes striking contrast such as when he awkwardly slipped behind the wheel of a dragster or when he has appeared side-by-side a hard-hat wearing contingent to promote his party's tax cut policy. While his wire-rimmed glasses, tie and overall professorial demeanor suggest that he lies somewhat removed from the ""mainstream"" Kiwi voter that he courts, he is nevertheless present and engaging these mainstream -- or more precisely, swing voters. Is it having an effect? Recent polling suggests movement of ""modest"" income voters NZD 21 to 33 thousand; USD 15 to 24 thousand) from Labour to National (a swing as much as 15 points by one poll). 11. (C) Brash can exude authority, gravitas and, very nearly, power. Embassy officers have been struck how much more confident he has become about his own political skills during this campaign. However, all this can be washed away when Brash is cornered by a difficult question requiring a succinct and straight forward answer. In such cases, he often flounders and in doing so loses some of the key qualities many look to in a leader, thus devaluing his currency. In particular, Brash has fumbled, repeatedly, on matters of policy and recollection of events concerning foreign relations, asset sales, and the influence of outside interests, such as business and religious groups. His bumbling results from -- among other things -- his relatively limited experience with political campaigning and the political fray; his apparent, compelling need to explain (often with too much detail) as demonstrated on his equivocating on asset sales in a recent debate; and remnants of old-fashioned (though not necessarily outmoded) values. As such, he has in part lived up to Labour's label of him as an amateur. On the other hand, Brash portrays a campaign and policy platform based on values personally held rather than policy objectives based on polls. Kiwis respond to this, even when Brash expresses himself ineptly. Comments that he took it easy on Clark in a debate because she was a woman and that he is not a feminist, have, ironically, seemed to capture several points of the woman vote from Labour. Brash's gentlemanly way may also portray his general distaste of and aversion to negative campaign politics.) 12. (C) Opinion is split on whether Brash is brave or just plain naive in the way he at times acts contrary to the conventional wisdom of a politician. (He entered politics only in 2003.) Despite Labour trying to paint him as dishonest and duplicitous, Brash has made the ""honest"" appraisals of New Zealand's current state of affairs a hallmark of his leadership, such as the state of race relations as articulated in his speeches on Maori issues (""Orewa I and II""). Brash has even said that he will be honest ""even if it hurts politically,"" although ironically this week he belatedly admitted he had in fact known of plans by a Christian group to distribute anti-Labour and Greens pamphlets, despite having denied this. Even so, in his short time in politics Brash has made forthright, even courageous, remarks on many issues considered sacrosanct in New Zealand politics (again race relations and, although less explicitly, the anti-nuclear legislation). 13. (C) Another interesting aspect of the campaign has been National's repetition of a clip following Brash's January 2004 Orewa I speech. The clip shows a bit of turf striking him in the face -- literal mudslinging. The image would likely portray leadership weakness to the American eye, but curiously, the ""average"" Kiwi appears to perceive this as testament to Brash's willingness to highlight the need to address the hard issues of race relations rather than to white-wash the differences around the edges. 14. (C) Recently, Helen Clark, Don Brash and several other candidates appeared in a series of photographs, each holding the same baby. Brash happily kissed the baby, but Clark nearly held the baby at arm's length. The collection of photos exhibited what is a silent theme in the election, important to many New Zealanders -- that Brash better understands the dilemmas of families. He has spoken openly about the failure of his first marriage, has children from that marriage, and commented freely on his marriage to his Singapore-born wife. His wife has featured in party materials, and his daughter has appeared on the campaign trail with him. In part, the connection to family is novel because campaigning with family in New Zealand is not traditional. The subtle message is that Brash -- though not of the mainstream -- is very near to it, unlike the relatively distant Clark. 15. (C) An analysis of Brash's core self is by no means a linear exercise. He is somewhat of a paradox. Although a classical liberal, free marketer and economic rationalist, he voted for the bill that decriminalized prostitution. He is divorced and remarried; in fact he cheated on his first wife. Brash's residual Presbyterianism is of the liberal variety, not the stern Scottish brand. And his ""Christian socialism,"" which defined his formative years and is a holdover from his father's politics, lingers in a residual social conscience. Rather than a ""no"" or even ""minimal"" government advocate, he is a ""limited"" government man. The government, he has declared, ""has a vital role, including funding education and providing a social safety net."" Burnett",11/09/2005


86862,11/24/2006 3:10,06WELLINGTON928,Embassy Wellington,CONFIDENTIAL//NOFORN,06WELLINGTON924|06WELLINGTON928,VZCZCXRO7393OO RUEHCHI RUEHFK RUEHHM RUEHKSO RUEHPBDE RUEHWL #0928/01 3280310ZNY CCCCC ZZHO 240310Z NOV 06FM AMEMBASSY WELLINGTONTO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC IMMEDIATE 3527INFO RUEHZU/ASIAN PACIFIC ECONOMIC COOPERATION IMMEDIATERUEHBY/AMEMBASSY CANBERRA IMMEDIATE 4621RUEHLO/AMEMBASSY LONDON IMMEDIATE 0150RHEHAAA/NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL WASHDC IMMEDIATERUEKJCS/OSD WASHINGTON DC IMMEDIATERHHMUNA/CDR USPACOM HONOLULU HI IMMEDIATERHHJJAA/JICPAC HONOLULU HI IMMEDIATE,"C O N F I D E N T I A L SECTION 01 OF 02 WELLINGTON 000928 SIPDIS SIPDIS NOFORN STATE FOR D (FRITZ), EAP/FO, AND EAP/ANP NSC FOR VICTOR CHA SECDEF FOR OSD/ISD JESSICA POWERS PACOM FOR J01E/J2/J233/J5/SJFHQ E.O. 12958: DECL: 11/24/2016 TAGS: PGOV, PREL, NZ SUBJECT: OPPOSITION LEADER BRASH RESIGNS; KEY TIPPED TO TAKE CHARGE REF: WELLINGTON 924 Classified By: DCM David J. Keegan, for reasons 1.4 (b) and (d) Summary ------- 1. (C) SUMMARY: New Zealand's main opposition party leader, Dr. Don Brash, has resigned after weeks of speculation over his leadership. Dogged by a series of gaffes and missteps that raised questions over his political judgment, Brash announced that the National Party will caucus on Monday to pick a new leader. The charismatic John Key is the likely contender. A former investment banker with Merrill Lynch, Key remains an admirer of the United States. He rates high with the NZ media and in polling, but many caucus members remain uncomfortable with his lack of political experience. Meanwhile, the gag order has just been lifted on the book reportedly containing allegations of National Party campaign malfeasance, which served as catalyst to Brash,s departure. The author claims it also contains information damaging to Key. End Summary. Brash,s often turbulent leadership comes to an end --------------------------------------------- ----- 2. (SBU) Thursday afternoon, November 23, Brash announced his resignation as National Party Leader. Brash,s decision follows months of missteps, and there have long been rumors he would be removed by his caucus. But the speed of his departure was something of a surprise. In a hastily called press conference, Brash said he could no longer continue as leader because of continuing speculation about his future. Although he claimed to have been considering his future for some time, it is probable he knew his caucus would not support him following his latest political misstep over a soon to be published damaging book (reftel) . Brash declined to commit to staying in Parliament, saying it would be up to the new leader to decide if he had a future within the party. Brash,s resignation is effective from Monday November 27 when National,s caucus will meet to decide who among its MPs will become its next leader. And that leader is likely to be John Key ---------------------------------------- 3. (SBU) Even though anything could happen behind the closed caucus doors, Monday,s meeting to pick Brash,s successor is likely to be a straightforward transition to a John Key leadership. Soon after Brash,s resignation announcement Key, National,s Finance spokesman who has long been considered a potential leader, officially threw his hat in the leadership ring. Although former Party leader Bill English has refused to rule out a leadership bid he will probably not mount a challenge to Key as he is unlikely to win. On the day Brash resigned, Key got endorsements from two senior National MPs: Deputy Leader Gerry Brownlee and Industrial Relations Spokesman Wayne Mapp. National will want a smooth transition to the next leader, as a divisive contest could damage the party,s political fortunes going forward (particularly at a time when it is outstripping Labour in the polls). National Front bencher and shadow Trade Minister Tim Goser told DCM Thursday evening that National will move quickly to endorse Key and prepare to challenge Labour. 4. (C) Although the top slot is essentially secured, the Deputyship is wide open. Incumbent Brownlee refuses to say whether he will seek to retain his position. Other contenders are: Law and Order Spokesman Simon Power, Economic Development Spokesman Katherine Rich and Welfare Spokesman Judith Collins. Brownlee has the edge as an experienced street fighter, but National may wish to improve its currently poor standing with female voters by selecting a woman for the slot. English is not believed to be interested in serving as Key,s deputy, and he may expect to be offered the coveted finance portfolio in return for his support. Labour will be nervous about Key -------------------------------- 4. (C) Deputy Prime Minister Michael Cullen claims to be bullish at the prospect of facing a potential Key leadership, WELLINGTON 00000928 002 OF 002 but its probable both he and Prime Minister Clark would have preferred the status quo. Labour has often easily exploited Brash,s lack of political savvy, his struggle to perform within the adversarial bear pit of the Parliamentary debating chamber and his tendency towards embarrassing gaffes. Key has none of these weaknesses. In the 2005 campaign Key bested Cullen on the critical tax reform debate, scoring valuable political points for National. Additionally, a former very successful investment banker raised by his Austrian-Jewish widowed mother in NZ state housing, Key is a rags-to-riches story who appeals to New Zealanders. He also offers a more modern, fresh and dynamic leadership which could contrast with Labour, widely viewed as becoming stale and staid after 7 years in power. Clark and co. will try to exploit Key,s relative political inexperience: he entered parliament in 2002. However, Key has learnt the political game fast and will likely prove to be a more dangerous opponent for Labour than Brash. COMMENT: U.S.-National Ties Will Remain Solid --------------------------------------------- - 5. (C) Amid the swirl of speculation surrounding National,s next leader, the looming presence of Hager,s book, ""The Hollow Men"", remains (reftel). Among the allegations reportedly contained in the book are ones concerning a clandestine relationship between the National Party and some US neo-conservatives during the 2005 election campaign. Post has not seen an advanced copy of the book but understands that this section will essentially take the form of name and shame, exercise. If the public reaction to this allegation is found to be politically damaging for the National Party, it may seek to publically place some distance between it and the US. But as reported reftel, we have heard the U.S. portion of the book is not prominent. In any case, Key is an admirer of the United States and friendly to Mission New Zealand, and other National contenders are the same. We anticipate continued good relations with the party no matter who takes up the reins. McCormick",24/11/2006



27552,2/24/2005 6:39,05CANBERRA354,Embassy Canberra,SECRET//NOFORN,,This record is a partial extract of the original cable. The full text of the original cable is not available.,"S E C R E T SECTION 01 OF 03 CANBERRA 000354 SIPDIS NOFORN STATE FOR T, EAP/K, EAP/ANP AND NP/RA E.O. 12958: DECL: 02/23/2015 TAGS: MARR, PARM, PREL, KNNP, AS, KS, KN, IAEA SUBJECT: COMMANDER OF UN FORCES IN KOREA GENERAL LAPORTE DISCUSSES NORTH KOREA WITH AUSTRALIAN FM DOWNER Classified By: CDA BILL STANTON FOR REASONS 1.4 (A, B AND D). 1. (C) SUMMARY: In a meeting with Australian Foreign Minister Alexander Downer on February 16, U.S. General Leon LaPorte, Commander of the UN Command in Korea, described the dramatic changes taking place in the ROK, in particular at the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), where the UN Command's role is also changing rapidly. He outlined the significant transformation of the U.S. and ROK forces and gave context to the drawdown of 12,500 troops from South Korea, a ""rock solid"" U.S. ally. While agreeing that the Six-Party Talks should continue, Downer thought the international community ought to do more to pressure the DPRK, such as by invigorating Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI) activities against the North Koreans. As LaPorte described the current conventional war-fighting capabilities of the DPRK military, Downer speculated on the actual number of nuclear warheads Pyongyang might possess. Downer suggested that aid that could prop up the DPRK's failing infrastructure should be withheld in order to bring an end to the regime's tyranny. End Summary. CHANGES ON THE KOREAN PENNINSULA -------------------------------- 2. (C) General LaPorte briefed FM Downer, at his request, on the current status of the Korean Penninsula. Explaining that he was visiting Australia and New Zealand in his role as UN, and not U.S., Commander, LaPorte noted the significant changes taking place in the ROK. The Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), after 50 years as the world's most heavily defended turf, had also changed dramatically over the past 18 months. While only handfuls of people had traversed the DMZ previously, now hundreds, and potentially thousands, were doing so daily, thanks to the construction of two super highways and railway lines linking the two sides. The UN Command's role was to enforce the armistice and facilitate crossings, so its role was changing as well. This was a result of the Roh Government's outreach policy to the North Koreans. LaPorte praised the ROK as a ""rock solid"" ally of the U.S. RECONFIGURING U.S. FORCES ------------------------- 3. (C) Asked by Downer about the downsizing of U.S. Forces in Korea, LaPorte explained that a total of 12,500 U.S. troops would be withdrawn from a total of 37,500 over five years. Five thousand had already departed. Meanwhile, technological capabilities were dramatically improving. The U.S. forces had been spread among 100 camps and stations across South Korea. Where they had once been ""at the end of a dusty trail,"" many of the U.S. bases were now surrounded by urban developments and therefore needed to be reconfigured. As both U.S. and ROK forces transformed and consolidated their bases to reduce irritants to local communities, certain military tasks were also being transferred to ROK forces. Because the U.S. military was an all-volunteer force, it was significant that the consolidation of bases would enable improvements to the quality of life for the stationed troops, which would in turn facilitate recruitment. 4. (C) Downer agreed that capabilities were more important than numbers of troops in this era, but he asked whether all South Koreans agreed that this was the right time to downsize. LaPorte said some Korean conservatives were concerned, but after 50 years it was time to readjust the U.S. force structure. The USG's commitment and adherence to the 1953 Mutual Defense Treaty with the ROK remained steadfast, and USFK were being transformed in cooperation with the ROKG and the South Korean people. He pointed to a USD 11 billion investment in improving U.S. forces' capabilities in the ROK. CAPABLE ROK FORCES ------------------ 5. (C) Downer asked for details on ROK forces. LaPorte told him there were 780,000 in uniform, and about 450,000 of those were army. He said the South Korean conscripts were quite well-equipped and trained. Downer asked COL Moug, the Australian Defence Attache in Seoul who attended the meeting, for details of interaction between the Australian Defence Force (ADF) and ROK forces. Moug replied that most interactions were high-level exchanges, although several South Korean exchange students were also at Australian Defence Academies. He noted that the two countries' Special Forces officers had expressed interest in exercising together. NORTH KOREAN MILITARY CAPABILITIES ---------------------------------- 6. (S/NF) FM Downer asked if it was correct that DPRK forces could unleash artillery shells and missiles into the Seoul basin and inflict tremendous damage before UN forces could neutralize their capability. LaPorte said there were some 250 North Korean underground artillery positions within range of Seoul which could fire high-explosive or chemical-filled shells. DPRK missiles could reach all of South Korea and Japan. However, the North Koreans' ability to win a conventional war was doubtful. Even with 1.2 million under arms, its air force and naval capabilities were limited. The DPRK had 18 MIG-29s; the other airplanes were much older. Its tanks were mostly old T-55s. DPRK pilots averaged 12 hours of flight training per year, while U.S. and ROK pilots received 12 - 15 hours per month. Sustainability and logistics capabilities were ""not there,"" LaPorte stated. The artillery, though old, was the main threat. So the DPRK's leverage, Downer surmised, was the damage it could inflict on Seoul. LaPorte concurred, calling it the ""tyranny of proximity."" ""Not that any of us believe in pre-emption,"" Downer chuckled, but what could the UN forces do if they thought it was necessary? General LaPorte emphasized that all of the Combined Forces Command (CFC) operational plans were premised on reacting to a North Korean attack. SIX-PARTY TALKS: WHAT ELSE CAN BE DONE? --------------------------------------- 7. (C) Downer stated that the universal line that the Six-Party Talks (6PT) had to resume was correct, but they also had to be effective. He thought there ought to be ways to bring additional pressure to bear on the DPRK leadership. He assumed Japan would be the first to apply sanctions; the rest of us needed to have plans in place, he urged. How the North Koreans would react to Japanese sanctions was anybody's guess, Downer said. General LaPorte noted that U.S. Ambassador to Korea Chris Hill had been named to replace EAP/AS James Kelly, and would take over the U.S. lead on the 6PT as well. The General expressed the USG's desire to continue the 6PT process and find a diplomatic solution, pointing out the irony of the accusations about U.S. unilateralism when the U.S. was working hard to keep the negotiations with the DPRK multilateral. North Korea would like nothing better than bilateral negotiations with the U.S., he remarked. 8. (C) Downer said bilateralizing the talks with the DPRK would be a huge mistake, not least because it was China which had the most leverage on North Korea. He noted that China wanted to play the role of honest broker and that was not good enough; Beijing had to understand that it had to bring its leverage to bear on Pyongyang. In addition, new strategies had to be devised to further constrain the North Koreans. The Foreign Minister called the PSI a worthy initiative, mentioning that Australia was a core player. Perhaps, he suggested, the PSI could be brought to bear more vigorously, although the North Koreans would ""cry blue murder"" in Beijing. NORTH KOREAN NUKES ------------------ 9. (S/NF) The FM asked General LaPorte how many nuclear warheads he thought the DPRK had: two or three? Downer and his Senior Adviser Haynes mentioned that IAEA DG ElBaradei had said Pyongyang could have as many as six, based on the number of fuel rods the North Koreans possessed. LaPorte thought the DPRK had the capacity to make more than two or three warheads, given the amount of plutonium ""harvested"" before the 1994 agreement and based on the DPRK's own claim of having reprocessed the 8,000 spent fuel rods after the agreement had ended. It was a high-risk strategy, he observed, that the North Koreans thought would lead to a big payoff but most likely would not. Downer agreed, noting it only strengthened the resolve of the international community. LaPorte commented that North Korea's ambiguity about whether it had nuclear weapons had served it well in the past. Now that it had confessed to having them, countries that had been sitting on the fence would have second thoughts. UN COMMAND, DPRK INFRASTRUCTURE AND BLEEDING HEARTS --------------------------------------------- ------ 10. (C/NF) Asked to describe how the U.S. forces and the UN Command structure worked, LaPorte and COL Kevin Madden of the UN Command's Military Armistice Commission, explained that a U.S. General served as the UN Commander and the U.S. Secretary of Defense served as the UN Command's Executive SIPDIS Agent. The UN Command in Korea reported annually to the UN Security Council and could do so more often if it wished. LaPorte emphasized that the transportation corridors through the DMZ represented the greatest change to the way South Koreans, at least, had lived for the past 50 years. Downer and Madden compared their personal experiences in Pyongyang, with Downer calling the DPRK capital ""pathetic"" with its darkened streets, cracked pavements and unmowed grass. LaPorte concurred that the DPRK infrastructure, including the power grid and rail lines, was decrepit. In closing, Downer remarked, ""let the whole place go to s--t, that's the best thing that could happen."" Speaking off the top of his head, he added that aid should not be given that would prop up the infrastructure. If U.S. officials wanted to hear the ""bleeding hearts"" view of ""peace and love"" with respect to North Korea, Downer joked, they only had to visit his colleagues in New Zealand. Downer said he personally agreed with President Bush that tyranny had to be ended. PARTICIPANTS ------------ 11. (C) UN/U.S.: Commander of the UN Command in Korea, General Leon LaPorte; COL Kevin Madden of the UN Command's Military Armistice Commission; and Embassy Polmiloff. Australia: FM Alexander Downer; his Senior Adviser Bradley Haynes; Australian Defence Attache in Seoul COL John Moug; and DFAT Korea Section Executive Officer Charles Adamson. STANTON",2005-02-24

